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G-IAPTER ONE

EARLY :MJRMON HISTORY 1830-1847

Today's traveler descending out of the Wasatch Mountain Range in
Northern Utah is met with the beautiful, green and prosperous Great
Salt Lake Valley.

On the northern edge of the valley stands Salt Lake

City with a population over 180,000.

One can see the green dome of

the Utah state capitol symbolizing.the center of state authority.
Various other buildings tower over the city creating a skyscrape in
the metropolitan image.
by numerous smoke stacks,

Industrialization of the area is indicated
Entering the city one notes the wide

streets, trees growing in the downtown area and the citizens of Salt
Lake City hustling about their business.

This city is unique when

compared to other metropolitan centers of the United States because
of its early history.
The valley hasn't always been green and prosperous.
was considered desolate.

It once

In fact, it had been bypassed by the settlers

because other areas had more appeal and appeared to offer a greater
opportunity for success to the frontiersman and settler.

This

evaluation of the Great Salt Lake Valley was accepted by nearly
all settlers except the members of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints , connnonly referred to as Mormons.
Prior to the arrival of the Mormons, the Great Basin area of
the present day Western United States had been claimed first by the
Spanish and later by the Mexican governments.

The Spanish claim was

based on explorations in search of treasures.

The first white men

to enter the area were two Franciscan Friars, Escalante and Dominguez,
who entered the southern part of the Great Basin area in the summer

3

of 1776.

Escalante christened the area of the Green River as "The

Plains of the Holy Cross. 111 The Mexican claim was based upon acquisition
of land from Spain achieved during the war of Mexican independence.
Due to the vastness of the area and its great distance from the center
of political authority, neither the Spanish nor the Mexicans could
exercise effective control over the region and it remained virgin land
for others to explore and exploit. 2
Even though the area was presllllled to be rminhabitable for the
white settler, sane Indian tribes did live in the region.

Among them

were the Diggers, a poor tribe which depended upon roots, lizards and
seeds for its livelihood, and the Kaibab who engaged in a primitive
type of agriculture.

Since these agricultural endeavors were marginal,
their sustenance depended upon the wild growth of plants and animals. 3
The abrmdance of wild animals, especially the fur bearing animals ,
led to the arrival of various trappers in the Great Basin area.

Peter

Skene Ogden of the Hudson Bay Company trapped throughout the northern

1.

Bernard DeVoto, "Utah." Mercury, 7:317-323.

2.

For an early history of Utah see, Hubert Howe Bancroft, The History
of Utah (San Francisco, The History Company Publishers, 1890),
p":- S:--William E. Berrett, The Restored Church (Salt Lake City,
Deseret Book Co., 1964), Twelfth Edition, p. 263. Gloria Griffin
Cline, Exploring the Great Basin (Nonnan, Oklahoma, University of
Oklahana Press, 1963). Dale L. Morgan, Jedediah Smith (New York,
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1953), p. 163. Henry Bamford Parkes, A
History of Mexico (Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966), Third Edition,pp. 72-87.

3.

For a description of the Indian life in the Great Basin consult
Austin E. Fife, "Taine's Essay on the Monnons." Pacific Historical
Review, XXXI (February 1962), pp. 49-65, 59-60. Henry Howe,
Historical Collections of the Great West (Cincinnati, Morgan and
Co., 1854), Volllllle Two,pp-:-°419-531.--ri'fah Workers Writers Program,
Utah (New York, Hastings House, 1941), pp. 32-39.
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area of present day Utah in 1810.

In 1824, William A. Ashley, owner

of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company, built a fort near Lake Ashley,
approximately 100 miles southwest of the Great Salt Lake, to conduct
his fur trapping and trading business.

Jedediah Smith also entered

the area between 1824 and 1827 to participate in fur trading rendezvous,
both as a member of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company and as a partner
of the Smith, Jackson and Sublette Fur Company.

With the exhaustion

of the fur bearing animals, the fur trade disappeared and the region
was left alone except for an occasional trapper or explorer.4 The
Oregon :immigrants bypassed the area entirely.
However, favorable reports of the area were sent to the eastern
United States by the government sponsored expedition of John C. Fremont
in 1842.

In his report, Fremont wrote about the streams, soil, and

good grass which made the area suitable for settlement. 5 Fremont was
writing about the northern area of the Great Basin and not the :immediate
area settled by the Latter Day Saints.
Simultaneous with the exploration and the fur trading in Utah,
the area east of the Mississippi River, especially the Middle Colonies,
underwent a great revival in religion.

The revivals in the frontier

areas became an outlet for the individual's emotions.

Countless

4.

For a history of the. trappers in the area see, Berre!t, ~- cit. ,
p. 263. Howe,~- cit., pp. 417-418. Morgan,::!_. Smith, pp. 133-153,
172, 226-227. Dale L. Morgan, ''Miles Goodyear and the Founding of
Ogden." Utah Historical Quarterl~, XXI:4:307-329, pp. 307-329.
Wallace Stegner, Mormon Country ( ew York, Duell, Sloan and Pearce,
1942), p. 41.

5.

B~croft, 212_. cit., pp. 33-34. Ray Billington, "Best Prepared
Pioneers orthe West." .American Heritage, VII (October, 1956),
pp. 20-26.
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nl.Ililbers of residents gathered to listen to preachers who played upon
these emotions.

These gatherings generated renewed interest in

religion and there appeared many different types of new religious sects
such as the Millerites, the Universal Friends, the Pilgrims, and the
Disciples of Christ. 6 One group to appear in this era was the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
The Mormon Sect was organized by Joseph Smith, born December 23,
1805, in Sharon, Vermont, an area still considered western wilderness.
He reportedly experienced a series of visions, the first at the age
of 15, when the Angel Moroni told him of gold plates buried on the hill
of Cl.Ililorah near Manchester, New York.

Under the direction of the Angel

Moroni, Smith removed the gold plates from the hill in 1827.

Markings

on the plates were translated into English with the help of the Urim
and Thl.IlilIDin and three of Smith's followers, Martin Harris, David
Whitmer, and Oliver Cowdery. 7 The translation of the plates resulted
in the Book of Mormon.

As soon as this was completed, Joseph Smith

set out to organize the church.

On April 6, 1830, a meeting was held

at the home of Peter Whitmer, Sr., a follower of Joseph Smith, which

6.

Ray B. West, Kingdom of the Saints (New York, Viking Press, 1957),
p. 14. Established churches such as the Methodists and Baptist
split into smaller groups. The Baptists split into the Reformed,
Hard Shell, Free Will, Seventh Day Baptists and Footwashers. See
also Fawn M. Brodie, No Man Knows ~ History (New York, Alfred A.
Knopf Co., 1945), pp. 11-12.

7.

The Urim and ThlililIDin are two metal or precious stone objects,
inscribed with symbols, worn in the breast plates of the high priest
and used to determine God's response to a question that is
answerable by yes or no. (Random House Dictionary.) According to
David Whitmer, Joseph Smith looked through the Urim and Thl.IlilIDin and
the English equivalent of the symbols would appear. See Rulon S.
Howell, The Mormon Story (Salt Lake City, Bookcraft Inc., 1963),
p. 19.
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resulted in the formation of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints with Joseph Smith as the first President and Prophet.

Present

at the meeting was the nucleus of the Church of Latter Day Saints in
the persons of Joseph Smith, Samuel Smith, Hyrum Smith, David Whitmer,
Peter Whitmer and Oliver Cowdery. 8
According to the Book of Mormon, the American continent was once
inhabited by civilizations named Jaradites, Nephites, Lamanites and
Mulchites.

During the War of Destruction of 421 A.D., the gold plates

written by Mormon were left on the hill of Cumorah by the Nephites.
Moroni, the son of Mormon, later revealed the plates to Joseph Smith.
The Lamanites survived the War of Destruction between the civilizations
and became the ancestors of the American Indian.

America was the

chosen land as a place where a new Jerusalem or Zion was to be built. 9
Misinterpretation by non-Monnons of these concepts led to a
general feeling of hostility against the Monnons.

The Gentiles feared

8.

Brodie,~- cit., pp. 419-433. Fife,~- cit., pp. 49-65. Howe,
~- cit., pp. 336-337. Howell, ~- cit., pp. 19-28. Brigham H.
Roberts, A Co rehensive Histon:: of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints Salt Lake City~Deseret NewsPress, 1930), Voltnne 1. M. R. Werner, Brigham Young (New York, Harcourt, Brace
and Co., 1925), Chapter 1. West,~- cit., pp. 22-23. Critics of
the new religious organization used the theory that the Book of
Mannon was a reproduction of the historical romance, Manuscripts
Found, written by Solomon Spaulding around the year 1810. The book
dealt with the first settlers of America. This concept according
to the followers of the church lost its validity when Spaulding's
manuscripts were found. They contended the manuscripts were not
similiar to the Book of Mannon. Eight witnesses who signed statements stating they had seen the gold plates, also helped the church
discredit the Spaulding theory. The Spaulding Manuscripts or reproduction of them were not available to this writer.

9.

Mannon, Book of Mannon (Salt Lake City, Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Samts, 1961), pp. 478-509. Translated by Joseph Smith.
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they would be removed from the west by the Saints, since the west,
according to the Book of Monnon, had been given to the Saints by the
ancient civilizations.

They also asswned that the Indians, as

descendants of the Hebrews, would unite with the Saints against the
Gentiles.

Joseph Smith's claims of communications with an Angel, and

the Monnon's social-economic cohesiveness, added to the friction.
These factors brought persecution to Joseph Smith and his followers in
the fonn of mob violence which was to plague the Monnons in all areas
where they later established churches. 10
Joseph Smith moved the church from New York to Kirtland, Ohio,
near present day Cleveland.

The main reason for the move to the

frontier was the belief that new ideas would have a better chance to
prosper in an area separated from established churches.

At Kirtland,

Joseph Smith inaugurated the missionary system, under which individuals
were sent out, mostly to nearby outlying areas, in an effort to gain
converts to the new faith.

The success of the missionaries led to the

expansion of the program and to the growth of the church.

Missionaries

were soon going to Europe to preach the Monnon doctrine.

The purpose of

the program became two-fold-conversion to the Monnon faith and movement
of those converted to the land of Zion.

By the spring of 1836, the

church membership totaled over 1,000 mernbers.1 1

10.

Howe,~- cit., pp. 339-340. West,~- cit., p. 19. The word
"Gentiles"Ts used in the Monnon tenn1nology of the times indicating
all those who were not members of the Monnon Church. The church
members were referred to as ''Saints.''

11.

Roberts, Comprehensive History, Volwne 1, p. 243.
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A temple, started in 1831, was completed in March, 1836, at a cost
of $70,000 plus labor donated by the church members.

A bank, the

Kirtland Safety Society Bank, was established to transact financial
matters among Monnons and those non-Monnons living within the area.
state charter was applied for but denied in 1836.

A

The depression of

1837, which shocked the nation, also had its repercussions on the Mannon
community when the Kirtland Bank was forced to close its doors.

The

failure of the bank led to such fierce resentment against the Monnons
they were forced to abandon Kirtland and move to their Missouri
settlement. 12
The Missouri settlement in Jackson colm.ty appeared to prosper
between the years of 1831 and 1837.

The missionary group sent out by

Joseph Smith in 1831 had increased the settlement's membership to
1,200 within two years.

Even though the Monnons' Missouri community

prospered, resentment by non-Mormons was developing by 1833.

This

friction was caused by the Mormons' purchase of large tracts of land,
their sympathy towards the Indians and Negroes, and the lm.i ty of the
Mormons in voting as a block.

The mob violence encolm.tered in

Missouri could not be controlled by the administration of Governor
Th.mkin, and the attempts to negotiate peace only made matters worse.
With a change of administration, the new Governor's policy resulted in
open war against the Mormons.

The violence increased to the point

where the Monnons were forced to flee their homes.

They crossed over

12.

Roberts, Comprehensive History, Volume 1, pp. 389, 398 and 401,
West,~- cit., p. 61.

13.

Bancroft, ~- cit., pp. 96-97. Howe, ~- cit., p. 338. P. A. M.
Taylor, ExpectatI"ons Westward (Ithaca, New York, Cornell University
Press, 1966), p. 18.
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into Quincy, Illinois, where they were wannly received by the settlers
in that area.

The Monnons did not stay in Quincy due to the lack of

available land needed for a new settlement.

In an effort to protect

their rights, Joseph Smith unsuccessfully sued the state of Missouri
claiming one million dollars for destruction of Mannon property. 14
The Monnons settled in an area Jm.own as Corrnnerce, Illinois, a few
miles north of Quincy, which consisted of five huts, storehouses, two
frame houses, two blockhouses and a vast area of fann land.

The town

site was purchased from the previous dwellers and the name changed to
Nauvoo, meaning, in Hebrew, fair and very beautiful.

A charter for

the new township was applied for and granted by the Illinois state
legislature.

The state political parties, Democrats and Whigs, were

split and any support either party could acquire would assure it of
added strength in the next state election. 15 This seems to be the
only feasible reason the charter was granted.

However, the granting

of charters for other reasons was corrnnon in frontier settlements.
The charter gave the Mannon leaders complete jurisdiction over
their new settlement.

Laws not conflicting with the constitutions of

the United States or with Illinois could be passed by those in power.
The charter also provided the Monnons an opportunity to engage in
agrirulture and manufacturing endeavors to foster their economic status.
The University of Nauvoo was also founded under the charter.

Perhaps

the two most important provisions in the charter were the provisions

14.

Bancroft,~- cit., pp. 103, 116-117, and 135-136.
pp. 106-107.

15.

Bancroft,~- cit., p. 141.

Werner,~- cit.,

Werner,~- cit., pp. 109 and 119.
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for judicial and military jurisdiction over the area of Nauvoo.

By

judicial independence, the criminal and civil cases could be tried
within the boundaries of the church's authority and disposed of without
interference from state or federal laws.

The provision for military

jurisdiction led to the fonnation of the Nauvoo Legion in 1840.
Smith became the connnanding officer of the military group.

Joseph

All men

between the ages of 16 and 50 were required to participate in the
Legion.

At its height, the Legion numbered between 4,000 to 5,000 men. 16

The Monnons prospered in their new location.

The Saints engaged in

their tasks with great vigor and soon their economic and social status
improved.

The Nauvoo Agricultural and Manufacturing Association was
17
established to coordinate all Mannon activity.
Foreign converts
migrated to Nauvoo since it was considered the new Zion.
and 1843 a total of 2,800 British converts came to Nauvoo.

Between 1840
The Mannon

religion appealed to the poor economic classes of England because it
allowed work toward a better life with an improved social-economic
status.

Soon Nauvoo became the largest city in the state of Illinois
in population and political power. 18

16.

Bancroft, S2· cit., pp. 141-146. Roberts, Comprehensive History,
Volume II, pp. 57-59. Werner, ~- cit., pp. 119-121. The figure of
4,000 men in the Nauvoo Legion 1s given by Bancroft while Werner
uses the figure of 5,000 men. With Nauvoo reaching a population of
15,000 it seems the 4,000 figure would be more accurate. The reasons
for this is the fact the total census included women and children.
The Legion was also restricted to men between the ages of 16 and 50.

17.

Brodie,~- cit., p. 262.

18.

Berrett, S2· cit., p. 160. Ray Billington, The Far Western Frontier
1830-1860 (New York, Harper and Row, 1956), P:-194. John Alder
Olson~roseyltism, Innnigration and Settlement of Foreign Converts
to the Mannon Culture in Zion." Journal of the West, VI:189-204,
pp. 192. Taylor, ~- cit., pp. 43 and 14°4."" --
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The period of prosperity soon ended.

In 1842, Joseph Smith, by

open proclamation, supported the Democratic candidate for governor
while advising his followers to vote for the Whig candidate.

This caused

both political parties to cease their support to the Mormons·and to
discontinue the granting of favors to them.
his revelation on polygamy.

Smith, in 1843, announced

The practice of polygamy was contrary to

traditional American ideals adding to the resentment against the Mormons.
In 1844 Smith announced his candidacy for the Presidency of the United
States.

His candidacy brought the close knit church and state organiza-

tion into national prominence.

The combination of church and state was
also contrary to American beliefs. 19 The resentment of non-Monnons
again grew so fierce it forced many Monnons to question the actions of

Joseph Smith and the philosophy of the church.

William Law, a newspaper

editor, had broken away from the church for this reason.
newspaper he urged others to question the Mormon religion.

Through his
William Law's

news press was destroyed for alleged remarks made against Joseph Smith
and the church and Smith were both accused of ordering its destruction.
For his own safety, Smith was urged to give himself up and stand trial.
While awaiting trial Joseph Smith and his brother Hyrum were killed by
mob action at Carthage, Illinois, June 27, 1844.

19.

The burial of the

Billington, "Best Prepared Pioneers," p. 21. Werner, 2£_. cit.,
pp. 123-125 and 164-165. Fawn Brodie states that Josepn Smith
received a revelation to practice polygamy in 1831. This cannot
be proved since the information was given to her by Joseph
Fielding Smith, the church historian and new President of the
Mormon church. According to J. F. Smith the document is on file
in the church archives. See Brodie, S2· cit., p. 184, fn.

12
Prophet and his brother had to be conducted in secrecy due to the
extreme anger of the Gentiles. 20
Following the deaths of Joseph and Hynun Smith, several groups
claimed the leadership of the church primarily on the basis of having
experienced revelations granting them the leadership.

Their efforts

were fruitless and they became dissenters starting their own religious
groups.

However, through careful manipulation, the leadership of the

church was lIDdertaken by the Council of the Twelve Apostles, the
highest organization of the church other than the Presidency, with
Brigham YolIDg as the ColIDcil's President. 21
Prior to his activities in the church, Brigham YolIDg had been a
skilled carpenter, glazier, and painter.

He first encolIDtered the

Book of Mormon in 1829 and by 1832, at the age of 30, was baptized
into the church.

Soon afterwards he gave up his laborer's occupation

to become a missionary.

His first assignment was to Canada, then to

New York, and later to England.

He was very successful in his

missionary work and is given credit for promoting the large influx of
Saints from England to Nauvoo.

He was named President of the Twelve

20.

Bancroft,~- cit., pp. 170-171 and 174.
Werner, ~- cit., pp. 164-165.

Fife,~- cit., p. 58.

21.

Berrett, ~- cit., p. 208. Werner, ~- cit., pp. 194-198. West,
~- cit, pp. 151-152. Three of the major groups that broke away
werellie group headed by Ermna Smith and her son, William, the
Prophet's first wife. The group became the Reorganized Church
of Latter Day Saints. They refuted the practice of polygamy as
practiced by Joseph Smith. The second group was headed by
Signey Ridgon, one of the Prophet's confidants, but they never
prospered. The final major group was subject to persecution as
were the Mormons and they terminated with the assassination of
their leader, James Strang.
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Apostles in 1841 as an award for his vigorous church activities.

Young

was in New York when Smith was assassinated but he immediately returned
to Nauvoo.
The assassination of Joseph Smith did not end the church, but
rather appeared to create stability as soon as the dissenters were
removed from the area.

For a short time the mob violence subsided, but

rose again when the state legislature in January, 1845, revoked the
charter granted earlier to the connnunity of Nauvoo.

In September,

1845, a general council meeting was held to detennine the future of

the church.

It was decided that in order for the church to survive,

a new Zion was imperative.

The area beyond the Rockies had not been

settled, and it became the goal of the church leaders to move the
church into that area.

Preparations had to be made to assure the

safety and the welfare of the Saints.
The violence increased during the winter of 1845-1846.
was imperative.

Action

Consequently on February 4, 1846, the Saints evacuated

Nauvoo and made the initial move across the frozen Mississippi River
into Iowa.

By September of 1846, most of the Saints had left Nauvoo. 22

The crossing of the Mississippi River in 1846 by the Monnons
ended their influence in the Midwest.

The end of this era also marked

the beginning of Brigham Young's leadership.

22.

His missionary successes

Bancroft,~- cit., pp. 188, 208 and 210. Klaus J. Hansen, Quest
for ~_ire (Ann Arbor, Michigan, Michigan State University Press,
1967~109. Howel~, ~- cit., pp. 35 and 38. Taylor, ~- cit.,
p. 18. Werner, .QE_, cit., pp. 104-105 and 200. Several figures are
given for the numoere>f Saints that crossed the Mississippi. The
figures for the initial crossing range from 600 given by Howell to
1,600 used by Taine. Billington used the figure of 15,000 having
started the journey.
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had been great but his efforts to keep the Monnons in Nauvoo failed.
Under his direction they sought and built a new Zion.
Once across the Mississippi and free from the hostile population
of Illinois, they encountered winter conditions that made the problem
of survival crucial.

Clothing became a scarce item as most personal

belongings were left behind and only essential items were transported.
The migration took place in waves, and for this reason temporary
settlements were established at various locations throughout Iowa.
Sugar Creek, nine miles from Nauvoo, became the first stopping place
and the area was used as a gathering spot.

From Sugar Creek, they

moved to Garden Grove on the east fork of the Grand River where they
planted crops and built shelters for their use and for those who
followed.

The next encampment was at Mount Pisgah, 172 miles from

Nauvoo, where they built a flour mill and planted crops on 1,500
acres of land.

By June of 1846, the first wave of the Monnons exodus

had reached Council Bluffs near present day Qnaha, Nebraska. 23
Council Bluffs was designated as the winter encampment.

They

attempted to enact a peace treaty with the Indians and their agent
for the use of the land and to insure their safety until they could
move to their new Zion.

Brigham Young assured the Indians they would

only be there until the following spring.

The Saints engaged in

preparations for the coming winter and for their westward trek by

23.

Major Howard Egan, Pioneerin~ The West 1846-1878 (Salt Lake City,
Skelton Publishing Co., 1917 , Edited by William M. Egan, pp. 1314. Herbert V. Hake, Iowa Inside Out (Ames, Iowa, Iowa State
University Press, 1968],p. 93. - -
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building a mill to grind com, constructing a council house for the
church officials and for worship, and securing other essential items.
Crops were planted for their immediate needs and also for those who
would be following the advance groups. 24
The food supply was not adequate to sustain the Saints at Winter
Quarters.

The winter of 1846-47 was severe, and added to the hardships

imposed from the lack of food.
cold weather and illness.

Over 600 Saints died from starvation,

Even though conditions were difficult, the

Saints were free from religious persecution both at Winter Quarters
and in the temporary settlements. 25
While the Monnons exodus gathered at Council Bluffs , the United
States and Mexico had not solved their differences and a declaration
of war had been the solution between the two.

President James Polk,

in order to help the United States cause, sent Colonel James Allen as
his personal envoy to request 500 men from the Mannon community for
military duty.

Polk wanted the battalion to aid the United States' war

effort.

He also wanted to be sure the Mormons were on the .American
side and not the Mexican. 26 The leaders of the church, primarily
Brigham Young, accepted the call for troops.

A key factor entering

into the decision to supply troops was the sum of money the families
of the enlisted would receive.

Each family received $42.00 per

24.

Werner,~- cit., p. 212.

West,~. cit., p. 167.

25.

Billington, "Best Prepared Pioneers," pp. 20-26.

26.

Dale L. Morgan, The Great Salt Lake (New York, Bobs-Merril Company,
1947), p. 181. Werner, .9E.· cit., pp. 213-214.
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individual, giving church members a total of $21,000.00.

Other factors

were the fear of continued persecution should they not aid the war
effort, and that participation would also disprove disloyalty charges.
Further, the Battalion would provide a means of transporting part of
the exodus across the mountains. 27
Some of those designated to march with the Monnon Battalion were
extremely unhappy with the action of the church leaders.

It was only

through Brigham Young's urging, and the granting of certain concessions
by Colonel Allen, that the enlistment quota was reached.

Brigham

Young and Colonel Allen allowed the Battalion seven boys as assistants,
and each company had four women as laundresses.

In addition, thirty-

three of the members took their wives, six of whom were pregnant, while
twenty others took their wives and children.

The Monnon leader of the

Battalion, Captain Jefferson Hunt, took his two wives and eleven
children with him on the journey.
According to the diaries of John Steele and Henry Bigler, it
seems the enlistment of the Monnon Battalion was urged by Brigham Young
for monetary purposes, rather than to refute the charges of being
disloyal to the American government.

Steele would have preferred to

see all of the United States in "hell" before he would take anns
against an enemy of the United States.

Henry Bigler felt it an insult

to enlist in the cause after having been driven out of his home by mob
action.

27.

Another position on the Monnon Battalion is taken by John Hess

Bancroft,~- cit., pp. 245-246. Brigham H. Roberts, The Monnon
Battalion, Itsllistory and Achievements (Salt Lake City, Deseret
News Press, 1919), pp. 18 and 23. Taylor, S2· cit., p. 43.
Werner, S2· cit., p. 217.
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who stated his year's service was the "grandest" act of his life.

It

is not clear if the act was for the cause of the United States, or
for the funds received for services rendered, or for the avoidance of
the hardships suffered by the main body of Mormons. 28
The function of the Battalion was to march to California, reinforce
.American troops were needed and at the conclusion of twelve months of
service, be discharged with pay and allowances. 29 Under the command
of Colonel James Allen, the Battalion marched from Council Bluffs to
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

There they were outfitted with supplies and

equipment and continued their journey to Fort :Mann, Kansas.

At Fort

Mann, George Cooke replaced Allen as Connnander, as Allen had died on
the journey.

Some of the members of the Battalion had become ill and

were ordered to Pueblo, Colorado.

Also ordered to Pueblo were certain

families who had become, according to Cooke, detrimental to the
Battalion's march.

The removal of the families caused friction between

the Battalion members and Cooke.

The group sent to Pueblo became known

as the "Sick Detachment." The main Battalion continued its march,
30
arriving at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on October 9, 1846.

28.

Henry W. Bigler, "Extracts from the Journal of Henry W. Bigler."
Utah Historical gt;arterly, V:2:35-56, p. 36. John W. Hess, "With
the Mormon Battalion." Utah Historical Quarterly, IV: 2: 47-55,
extracts from the Journalof John W. Hess, p. 53. Morgan, Salt
Lake, p. 182. John Steele, "The Journal of John Steele." 'O'tali
ffistorical Quarterly, VI :1:"3-28, pp. 6-7.
--

29.

Juanita Brooks, John Doyl Lee (Glendale, California, Arthur H.
Clark Company, 19b4}"", p. 0~oberts, Mormon Battalion, p,. 13 •..

30.

Berrett, ~- cit. , p. 240. Morgan, Salt Lake , p. 186. Roberts,
Mormon Battalion, pp. 27 and 30. Fortne route of the Mormon
Battalion see Appendix A.
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At Santa Fe a total of eighty men were found to be militarily
inefficient and also ordered to Pueblo.

Prior to departure from

Santa Fe, fifty five more men were found physically unfit and also
sent to Pueblo for the winter and eventually discharged. 31
While at Santa Fe, the Battalion observed the irrigation process
conducted by the inhabitants, mostly Spanish.

The Spaniards had

built canals to carry water and then saturated the land in preparation
for cultivation.

This concept of irrigation was to prove valuable

for the survival of the Mormons in the new Zion.
The Mormon Battalion then left Santa Fe for their final destination-California.

Thirty miles north of El Paso, the Battalion encountered

wild bulls which charged the group, dispersing them to safety.

This

was the first and only conflict with "hostile forces."

The march

ended at San Diego arriving there on January 29, 1847.

While at San

Diego, the members of the Battalion engaged in their regular army
duties awaiting discharge.

Others supplemented their incomes by hiring

out to civilians in the San Diego area.

The Battalion was discharged

on July 16, 1847, except for a company of eighty-one men who re-enlisted
for a period of six months.

The majority of the group went to join

the main Mormon migration enroute to the new Zion.

Some of them sought

and gained employment at Sutter's Mill in the Sacramento area and were
instnunental in the discovery of gold in 1848. 32
31.

Bancroft, ~- cit., p. 243. Roberts, Mormon Battalion, pp. 32-36.
Bancroft givestne figure of eighty eight men while Roberts gives
the figure of eighty six fotn1d inefficient upon their arrival at
Santa Fe. Berrett, ~- cit., p. 240, gives· ·the figure of 347
having arrived at the final destination.

32.

Roberts, Mormon Battalion, pp. 38, 51, 58 and 60-61.
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While the Mormon Battalion marched southward on its military
expedition, the main group of Mormons remained at Winter Quarters.

As

soon as the spring thaws began, Brigham Young led an advance group on
April 7, 1847, in search of an area which would provide freedom from
persecution and mob violence.

There seems to be evidence that Brigham

Young headed for a predetermined destination known only to him.

This

was prestnned to be either California, the Oregon country, the Puget
Sound area, or the Great Basin area.

The advance party consisted of

143 men, three women, two children, prairie schooners, horses, mules,

oxen, cows and other essentials needed for the journey. 33
The trek was organized in a military manner with two divisions
formed from the group.

Five companies, each company having fifteen

individuals, formed the divisions.
leaders of the advance group.

The rules were established by the

Everyone was to be up by five o'clock

each morning and on the road by seven o'clock.

The extra men were to

walk beside the team with guns ready to use should the occasion arise.
The driver was to have his gun ready at a moment's notice.

At the end

of each day's journey, the wagons were placed in a circle with the
animals inside the circle when danger was apparent.
men were to be back at their wagons.
bed by nine.

By 8:30 p.m. all

Everyone was to pray and be in

The camp was to travel in close order, each company

caring for the others as well as their own.
rear of the camp when traveling.

The cannon was to be at the

Nothing was to be left behind.

33.

Egan,~- cit., pp. 19-20. Egan's diary gives the figure of 144 men
starting tnejoumey. One man, Ellis Ames, returned to Winter
Quarters. Three colored men were among the group.

34.

Ibid., pp. 23-25.
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The journey was slow, as constant spring rains and heavy loads
limited the group's travel from five to eight miles per day.

The

crossing of the prairie became monotonous, and only an occasional
grave or grove of trees broke the monotony.

The advance party set

up guide posts and placed letters in them, giving infonnation on
conditions to those who would follow.

The availability of wild game

provided the Monnons with an abundance of meat.

Encounters with

Indians were for the most part friendly since the natives were looking
for food. 35
The advance group arrived at Fort Laramie on June 1, 184 7.

Here

they met the "Mississippi" Saints who had left the state of Mississippi
to join the main Monnon migration.

The stop at Fort Laramie enabled

the Monnons to repair their wagons and to re-supply their provisions.
It was detennined by Brigham Young that Fort Laramie would serve as a
supply station for those on the journey.

The physician for the

advance party, Dr. Luke Jackson, attended those who were ill at the
fort.

He was paid for his services in animal skins., 36 ·
With a supply of food and repaired equipment, the advance group

left Fort Laramie.
problem.

The crossing of the Platte River became the next

The advance group crossed the river with such east that

other groups in the immediate area paid the Monnons $1. 50 per load to

35.

Billington, "Best Prepare~ Pioneers," p. 22. Egan, QJ2_. cit. ,
pp. 32-62. Werner,~- cit., pp. 208, 220-221 and 225"-22o.""

36.

LeRoy R. Hafen and Francis Marion Young , ·Fort Laramie and the
Pageant of the West, 1834-1890 (Glendale, California, The Arthur
H. ClarkCompany, 193sy;-pp. 124-126. Morgan, Salt Lake, p. 184
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ferry them across the Platte River.

The economic potential convinced

Brigham Young to leave a party of nine men to.continue the new enterprise of assisting travelers on their way west or east, and to assist
37
the remainder of the exodus.
The advance party continued its westward journey to South Pass,
Wyoming , where they met Jim Bridger, fur trapper and trader of the
Rockies.

He advised them of the difficulties they would encounter

should they decide to settle in the Great Basin area.

Bridger offered

a thousand dollars as a reward for the first bushel of corn harvested
from the valley.

The area was described by Bridger as an arid desert

that could only support cactus, sagebrush and other desert vegetation.
Continuing their westward trek, they next encountered Sam Brannan
near the Green River in Wyoming.

Brannan had taken a ship load of

Saints from New York around Cape Horn to San Francisco.

These Mormons

had settled in the San Joaquin Valley of California awaiting Young's
arrival, and Brannan had gone to tell him of the fertile valley they
had settled.

Brigham Young would not consider a continuation of the

trek into California.

He claimed that a revelation told him the proper

area, and this area was not in California.

Historians have interpreted

this to mean the Great Salt Lake Valley was the designated area.

On

July 24, 184 7, the advance group entered the future home of the Mormons,
having arrived in the Great Salt Lake Valley some eighteen months after
38
they left Nauvoo.
37.
38.

Harold Schindler, Ottin Porter Rockwell (Salt Lake City, University
of Utah Press, 1966), p. 166. Werner,~- cit., p. 227.
Billington, "Best Prepared Pioneers," p. 23.
p. 193.

Morgan, Salt Lake,

The trek had ended--at least for the advance party.

It also

relieved part of the anxiety for those enroute to the Great Salt Lake
Valley and those still at Winter Quarters.

Now they had a destination,

a home, a place free from mob violence and a place where they could
practice their religious concepts.

The church traditions, the capacity

for social organization, the integrated group motives and the acceptance
1
of ruling authority were brought with them into the Valley.
The initial views of the valley were mixed.

To some the valley

was desolate, discouraging, lacking water for irrigation and trees,
except for those on the hillsides.
with millions of crickets.

The land was sandy and covered

Others viewed the area as a stopping place

to nurse Brigham Young, who had contracted Rocky Mmmtain Fever, back
to health.

Some hoped the journey would continue as soon as Young's

health improved.

However, Young's statement "This is the Place" meant

the new home of the Mormon Church was the Great Salt Lake Valley . .An
accepting view was taken by some members of the advance party who felt
the valley had great potential.

The mountains provided good cold water

which appeared to be abundant enough for both mill and for irrigation
purposes.

The mountains also contained coal and the timber essential

to the new cornmlillity.

However, the most important factor to the success
of the new cornmunity was the valley's lack of population. 2 The only

Dale L. Morgan, "The State of Deseret." Utah Historical Quarterly,
VIII:2,3,4:65-239, p. 68.
2.

Hubert Howe Bancroft, The HistoDt of Utah (San Francisco, the
History Company Publishers, 189 , p. ---ZOZ-. William Clayton, The
Latter Day Saints Emigrants' Guide From Colillcil Bluffs to the\ialley
of the Great Salt Lake (St. Louis, Republican Steam Power Press,
1848),° p. 20. Major Howard Egan, Pioneering the West 1846 to 1878
(Salt Lake City, Skelton Publishing Co., 1917J,Edited"oyl\7ITliam M.
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inhabitants in the immediate area were Indians.

The Ute chief, Wanship,

had welcomed the Mormon migration to the valley and Brigham Young
adopted a policy of feeding the Indians rather than engaging in warfare
with them.

Except for minor incidents, the Indians proved to be better

neighbors than the Gentile population of the midwest. 3
Even though the valley posed several problems which seemed
insolvable, they were not insurmountable.

These problems were food

production, trade with the outside world, a labor supply and local
industry.

The Mormons were especially encouraged by the success of

Miles Goodyear who arrived in the Ogden area of the Great Basin in
September, 1846.

He had planted and cultivated a garden and had

increased his herd of cattle, horses and goats.

The Saints believed

that through industry, economy, hard work, and diligence they could
also prosper in their new home. 4
The problem of sustenance was the most urgent.

Crops had to be

planted, cultivated and harvested before winter came to the valley.
Almost immediately, the plowing of fields was instituted.
was diverted from the mountain streams and into the valley.

Next, water
The

Egan, pp. 105 and 107. M. R. Werner, Brigham Young (New York,
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1925), p. 232. John R. Yotmg, "Reminiscences of John R. Young." Utah Historical Quarterly III:3:83-86,
Extracts from letters writteii73"y John R. Young, p. 83.
3.

Dale L. Morgan, The Great Salt Lake (New York, The Bobbs-Merrill
Company, 1947), P:-41. Werner, S£· cit., p. 243.

4.

Leonard E. Harrington, ''The Journal of Leonard E. Harrington. 11
Utah Historical Quarterl~, VIII:1:1-64, p. 18. Dale L. Morgan,
TIMiies Goodyear and the ounding of Ogden." Utah Historical
Quattetl¥, XXI:4:307-329, pp. 307, 314-315. P.A. M. Taylor,
Expectations Westward (Ithaca, New York, Cornell University Press,
1966), p. 97.
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initial irrigation project involved the dannning of a creek and the
flooding of planted areas.

These practices, employed by the Spanish

in New Mexico and viewed by members of the sick detachment of the
Mormon Battalion were introduced into the valley.
Under the leadership of Brigham Young an irrigation system
became a reality.

All creeks became comnrunal and private ownership

of rivers, streams, and creeks was forbidden.

Each fanner had to

build his own irrigation system for his own needs.

The larger irrigation projects were built and owned cooperatively. 5
With the planting of crops and the initial agriculture endeavors,
the settlement pattern for the state of Utah became different than that
of most western states.

The pattern of settlement usually consisted

of the fur trader, followed by the frontiersman who lived by hunting
and fishing.

Next came the pioneer farmer, then the permanent farmer
and finally the builders of cities and towns. 6 The pattern was not
always this clear as each group overlapped others.

very complex and difficult to distinguish.

The pattern was

Except for the brief flurry

of fur activity in the early 1800's, Utah's settlement was initially a
combination of the permanent farmer and the builders of cities and
towns.

Utah's main industry was agriculture.

The majority of states

5.

Ray Billington, "Best Prepared Pioneers in the West." American
Heritage, VII (October 1956) 20-26, p. 24. W. Eugene Hollon, The
Great .American Desert (New York, Oxford University Press, 1966J,
p. 97. Morgan, "State of Deseret," p. 68. Werner, ~- cit., p. 239.

6.

Rodman W. Paul, California Gold (Lincoln, Nebraska, University of
Nebraska Press, 1947), p. xxII:""

7.

Elwood Mead, Irrigation Institutions (New York, The Macmillan
Company, 1907), p. 220.
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whether settled before or after Utah nonnally attracted settlers or
frontiersmen by their natural resources.

These resources were usually

minerals as in Nevada and Idaho or timber as in Oregon and Washington.
Utah became unique in developing agriculture first and natural resources
second.
During the first eight days in the valley, thirty-five acres
were planted mostly with buckwheat, corn, oats, potatoes, beans and
four acres of garden seeds.

By August 3 ,. the corn and beans had started

to make their appearance and the corn was in tassel by September 1. 8
Brigham Young established the policies which would govern the use
of the land.

Land was not to be sold nor bought but it was apportioned
to the settlers for city and fanning purposes. 9 The consignment of

city and farming lots was carried out by a committee selected by the
majority of the settlers. 10 Under this type of policy, the settlers
were obligated to take the land assigned to them.

In some cases the

settlers had to ask pennission to homestead certain sections of land.
This policy established by Brigham Young eliminated the land speculator
who prevailed in almost all western settlements and in the East as well.
With the problem of sustenance under control, the focus turned
to the type of community desired.

On August 2, a survey was conducted

to give the community some type of unifonnity.

The city was divided

8.

Egan, ~· cit., p. 114. Morgan, Salt Lake, p. 203. John Steele,
"Extracts from the Journal of JohnSteele. '' Utah Historical
Quarterly, 6:1:3-28, p. 19.

9.

Billington, "Best Prepared Pioneers," p. 24.
Deseret," p. 73.

10.

Harrington, ~· cit., p. 18.

Morgan, "State of
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into 135 blocks consisting of ten acres per block.

Every block

contained eight lots of one and a quarter acre each with homes to be
erected in the center of the lot at least twenty feet from the street
and built parallel to other homes in the block.

The corner lots were

not delegated to the settlers because these lots were to become the
property of the church.

The lots were not to be divided nor sold

and the front of each lot was to be beautified with fruit trees.

The

streets were eighty-eight feet wide running North and South and East
and West with sidewalks twenty feet wide.
Another endeavor indicating cormnunity cohesiveness was the
erection of a wall which enclosed a public square of ten acres to
afford protection from outsiders, either Gentiles or Indians.

The

wall was three feet thick and seven feet high and, due to the lack of
timber, constructed of adobe brick.

As

in irrigation, the use of

adobe bricks was adopted from the Spanish and it is likely that this
technique was also brought to the new Mormon settlement by the sick
detachment. 11 After completion of the wall on September 1, 1847, a
row of twenty-nine cabins was built within the stockade.

The cabins

provided IlRlch needed shelter and protection.
Additional early Mormon activity consisted of the selection of
a temple site and designation of the temple lots.

11.

Construction was

Egan, ~- cit., p. 144. Steele, .QI>._. cit., p. 18. Werner 1 21)_. cit.,
p. 234. Aaooes are sun dried IlRldoricks. Dirt is mixed willi
water until a soft mud is produced. Straw is mixed into the mud
and the mud is then transposed into predesigned forms and allowed
to sun dry, usually for twenty-four hours. This is the technique
used in the New Mexico area in the 1940's. It is probable the
techniques and the materials used by the Mormons were similiar to
the above description.
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begun on a building for meeting purposes which was called the Bowery.
At its completion, the Bowery was 100 feet long, sixty feet wide and
accommodated 3,000 people. 12
The type of cornrrn.mity the Monnons established is attributable to
several factors:· necessary protection from the Indians; fear of
isolation; desire for easy access to a meeting house; the need for
localization in the distribution of water; and the religious concept
of preparing a dwelling place for the second coming of Christ. 13 The
fonn of corrnrruni ty established in the Salt Lake Valley had certain
elements of previous Mannon settlements in Ohio, Missouri and Illinois.
Even though many theories may be expounded on the reason for the
particular type of corrnrrunity, the fonn of corrnrrunity established in
Salt Lake City .was unique in American history.

It was unique because

it served a specific purpose.
The cormnunity established, the settlers turned to other endeavors.
Exploring parties were sent out in all directions to look for water,
timber resources and for other settlement sites.

In October, Mary

Dilworth established a school, the first in Utah.

By the fall of

1847, between 1,800 and 3,000 Saints had arrived in the valley. 14 To

12.

Egan, 2£· cit., p. 113. Hollon, 2£· cit., p. 102. Werner, 2£·
cit., p. 234. Ray B. West, Kingdom of the Saints (New York,
-Viking Press, 1957), p. 190.

13.

Lowry Nelson, The Monnon Village (Salt Lake City, University of
Utah Press, 1952), pp. 26, 28 and 40.

14.

Billington, "Best Prep_ared Pioneers," p. 23. Harrington, 2£· cit.,
p. 18. Morgan, "State of Deseret," pp. 68-69. Steele, 2£· cit.,
p. 18. Taylor, 2£· cit., p. 87. Utah Workers Writers Program,
Utah (New York, Hastings House, 1941), p. 135. Werner, 2£· cit.,
p. 234. The ntnnber of Saints arriving by the fall of 1847 is
given as 1,800 by Billington and 3,000 by West. The High Council
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add to the joy of the Monnons, the first birth was recorded on August 9,
1847, when Elizabeth Steele became the first child born to the group
in the valley.
The advance party worked hard and in earnest to prepare for the
arrival of the first migration which reached the valley September 19
and the last company which arrived in October.
however, were not adequate.

Their preparations,

The late arrivals brought with them their

livestock which trampled and destroyed the planted crops and devoured
the grains needed for the coming winter.

The only shelter available

to the new settlers was the stockade and these facilities soon proved
inadequate. 15 The arrival of new Saints and the coming of Winter soon
exhausted the food supply.

Unknowingly Brigham Young had contributed
Young had issued a~ order upon

to the hardships of the conmrunity.

arrival in the valley forbidding cattle to be slaughtered for food
but instead preserved for reproduction and future use.

Consequently,

the settlers had to turn to the natural resources of the area--plant
roots, wild berries, and often animals that had been dead for some
time. 16 Roots were dug up for food, and, at times, the lack of food
caused the individuals to faint.
poisonous.

Some of the roots were very

One man died within half an hour after eating the roots

reports in March 6, 1848, that the population of Salt Lake City
1,671. It appears the figures used by Billington are the most
accurate.
15.

Morgan, Salt Lake, pp. 206-208.

16.

Steele,~- cit., p. 19.
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of a native plant.

Thistle tops, cooked in salt and water, served as
the main course in many instances. 17
The lack of satisfactory nourishment, and the previous disorders
faced by the Mormons, and the extensive trip to reach the new Zion,
led to a feeling of uneasiness.

l\1any started to lose faith in their

religion and moved on towards California.

By Fall the Mormon Battalion

had been discharged and was on its way back to join the main group.
Those arriving in the valley were destitute and restless making it
difficult to maintain peace and order. 18 Some stole food or killed
animals for their needs.

The punishment, if caught, usually consisted

of five to ten lashes at the whipping post.

The Indians added to the

problems when they butchered some of the Saints' livestock.
was the Saints first difficulty with the Indians.

This

However, the culprits

were apprehended and punished.

The Indian tribes were too weal< to
defend themselves against the settlers' actions. 19
Despite the hardships encountered, the valley appeared to many
to have excellent potential.

By I'1arch, 1848, the Saints had 871 acres

17.

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Salt Lake Stake (Salt
Lake City, Churd1 of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints), entry for
Monday, February 21, 1848, taken from diary of Lorenzo D. Young.
John W. Hess, ''With the Mormon Battalion." Utall Historical
Quarterly, 4:2:47-55, Journal of John W. Hess with the Monnon
Battalion, pp. 53-54, Priddy Meeks, "Journal of Priddy Meeks."
~ Historical Quarterly, 10:1,2,3,4:145-223, p. 163.
Steele, QE_,
cit., pp. 20-21.

18.

Church of Jesus Christ, QE..· cit., entry for March 5, 1848, John
Smith's letter to his son George Smith. Entry for March 6, 1848,
High Council letter to Brigham Young.

19.

Ibid., entry for l\1arch 5, 1848, John Smith's letter to son George
Smith. Entry for l\1ay 14, 1848, High Council minutes. Steele, QE_.
cit., p. 20.
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of winter wheat planted, had built 423 homes , two grist mills and
were in operation and four sawmills were either in operation or under
construction. 20 All in all, by spring, conditions appeared to be
improving.
With the coming of spring, the Mormons continued their endeavors
to build a new Zion.

New crops were planted, adob~ .homes were built,

the irrigation project continued and the construction of a road to
be used for the transportation of timber was begun.
prosperity was of short duration.
the crops necessitating replanting.

The seeming

A frost on May 28, 1848, killed
To add to this crisis, a plague

of crickets descended on the land covering the crops like a blanket.
To counteract the invasion, waterways were dug and filled to prevent
the crickets from crossing and devouring the crops.
merely filled the waterways allowing others to cross.

The insects
Had the canals

been constructed to carry running water, the water would have carried
the crickets to other areas.

The crops were saved from the crickets

by hungry sea gulls who flew in and consumed the insects.

However,

the damage could not be reversed and the crops were again replanted.
Efforts to prevent further damage to the crops by the crickets during

20.

Church of Jesus Christ, S£.· cit., entry for January 12, 1848,
taken from diary of John Smitn," entry for March 4, 1848, taken
from letter of Edward I-hmter to Brigham Young, entry for March
5, 1848, taken from letter of John Smith to George Smith, entry
for March 6, 1848, taken from letter of High Council to Brigham
Young. Morgan, Salt Lake, p. 210.
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the surrnner continued. 21 Despite the many drawbacks and discouragements
the settlers continued to work hard in an effort to create a hospitable
area.
The sea gulls proved to be a turning point for the Monnons.

A

second factor benefiting the Saints, the discovery of gold in California,
soon followed.

Some of the discharged members of the Monnon Battalion

were working at Sutter's mill on the .American River near present day
Sacramento when gold was discovered.

Members of the Battalion helped

in extracting the gold and participated in the discovery of additional
gold areas.

The soldiers returned to the Salt Lake Valley with gold

dust and the good news. 22
Word of the discoveries spread to all parts of the nation and
soon individuals dreaming of instant riches were passing through the
valley on their way to the gold mines.

The Monnons capitalized on

the flow of traffic as a result of their favorable position.

The

' as possible
travelers were interested in reaching the coast as soon

and they left cwnbersome supplies with the Monnons.

Many of the

travelers traded shovels, plows, and other tools for the grain and

21.

Church of Jesus Christ, ~- cit., entry for May 28, 1848, taken
from diary of Lorenzo D. Young, entry for June 4, 1848, taken
from diary of Isaac Haight. Morgan, Salt Lake, p. 214. John
Nebeker, "Early Justice in Utah." UtanHistorical Quarterly,
3:3:87-89. Dictated by John Nebekerm 1884, p. 87.
Steele,
~- cit., p. 22. Werner, .212_. cit., pp. 240-241. The Indians
seemwto have encountered7:he crickets prior to the arrival of
the Mormons as they reportedly gathered the crickets in baskets,
placed the baskets over a fire and allowed the crickets to cook.
The Indians would then eat them.

22.

Leonard J. Arrington, "Coins and Currency in Early Utah." Utah
Historical Quarterly, 20:1:56-76, p. 58. Ralph Bieber, "California
Gold Mania."· Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XXXV: :r-28,
p. 4.
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food essential to the journey and the Monnons acquired many items
which were urgently needed. 23 The year 1848 was a good one for the
Mormons and 1849 would show a great increase in business with travelers
through the valley.
Although the gold rush aided the Mormons in 1848, it did not
give them relief from the elements nor did it provide them with
immediate wealth.

The destruction of crops by the late frost and

the crickets plus the new settlers arriving in the valley and the
trading of food supplies to gold rush travelers compelled the Mormons
to endure another severe winter.

The shortage of food led to inflation.

Com sold for $4.00 a bushel, wheat was $5.00 a bushel and meat, when
available, was 4¢ a pound.

The Saints who arrived in the valley

during the fall of 1848 boosted the population to over 5,000, adding
to the depletion of the food supply. 24
In spite of the hardships encountered during the second winter,
the commllllity appeared to be on its way to becoming a new Zion.

Soon

after the Saints arrived in the valley in August, 1847, Brigham Yollllg
urged them to fonn some type of govenunent.

Yollllg's plan called for

his return to Winter Quarters, Iowa, before winter came, and therefore
some authority was needed in his absence.

His return East was twofold:

to lead other Saints to the valley and to solidify his position of

23.

Arrington, "Coin and Currency y" p. 59. Martin Ridge, "Why They
Went West." .American West I (September, 1964), 3-45, p. 31.
Werner, ·~- c1 t. , pp. TI'CF2"5"1.

24.
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Steele, ~- d t., p. 21.
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power within the church.

While at Winter Quarters, Ymmg urged the

Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, who had continued to rule over the
church since the assassination of Joseph Smith, to appoint him as
President of the church.

Young was successful in his plea and he

became the second President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints. 25
The settlers, in conforming with Young's request for a government,
selected the High Council as the governing body.

First conceived in

1834 by Joseph Smith, the High Council was composed of twelve High
Priests with a President as the presiding officer.

The High Collllcil

was the highest tribunal in a given territorial division of the church
which is called a Stake. 26 The High Council possessed jurisdiction
over a limited area.

Many other collllcils were and are usually folllld

within a Mormon Connnllllity.

From the High Council, the settlers

elected the necessary officers:

John Smith , an llllCle of Joseph Smith,

as President; Charles Rich, chief military corrnnander; Albert
Carrington, historian and deputy postmaster; John Van Cott, rnarshall;
and John Nebeker, chief public complainer. 27 The settlement was
named the Great Salt Lake City of the Great Basin of North America and
the Post Office, the Great Basin Post Office. 28 The appointment of a
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Werner, QE_. cit., pp. 235-236.

26.

Leland Hargrave Creer, Utah and the Nation (Seattle, Washington,
University of Washington Press, 1929), p. 60.
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Morgan, "State of Deseret," pp. 69, 70 and 72.
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Egan, QE.· cit., p. 127.
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deputy postmaster is noteworthy for the area of the Great Salt Lake
did not have the population necessary to instigate the use of mail
service.

It seems the main function of this position was to establish

some type of connnunication with Monnons in other parts of the world
and within the nation.

The responsibilities of the chief public

complainer were similar to the duties of today's sheriff.

Since the

Mormons were familiar with military institutions it was appropriate
that they should appoint a military corrnnander.

Also, unfamiliarity

with the area and the unknown number of Indians made it appear that
some type of protection was essential.
The High Council was given the authority to establish laws and
regulations which would promote the peaceful settlement of the conmrunity
and enact laws necessary for the welfare and prosperity of its citizens.
The combination of executive, judicial and legislative function in the
High Council has led many historians to call this particular phase of
their development a theocratic rather than a democratic government. 29
This interpretation needs clarification, at least for this particular
time period.

The nomination of the High Council as the governing body

was the wisest action the settlers could take in view of their circumstances.

The church had prospered in Kirtland, in various Missouri

settlements and in Nauvoo.

If the settlement was to survive and prosper

in the Great Salt Lake Valley, it was essential to elect those men who
would render judgments for the benefit of the corrnmmi ty and not

29.

Billington, "Best Prepared Pioneers," p. 24. Morgan, "State of
Deseret," pp. 69, 71-73. John Alder Olson, "Proselytism, Innnigration
and Settlement of Foreign Converts to the Mormon Culture in Zion."
Journal of the West, VI:189-204, p. 189.
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necessarily for the church.
the church would survive.

The survival of the connm.mity would mean
It was also apparent that only Mormons

were present in the valley.

It seems incorrect to call this phase

of Mannon institutional development theocratic since the choice
appeared to be primarily one of survival, and a decision that any
group of American settlers in the same cira.unstances would no doubt
have made.
Henry Sherwood, Albert Carrington, and Charles C. Rich were
appointed by the High Council on October 7, 1847, to draft the laws
necessary for the govenunent in the valley. 30 The main concern of
the High Council was the discontent of the settlers during the first
year.

Two problems arose from the hardships endured during the winter

of 1847-48.

The first was the need to keep unity within the group.

Those dissatisfied with events had made plans to leave the area in
favor of California or else a move to nearby Ogden where Miles Goodyear
had been able to prosper.
post.

In October, four families went to Goodyear's

This action was not regarded as an act of good faith by those

remaining in the valley.

The High Council authorized the Marshall,

John Van Cott, to return the dissenters. 31

By forcing the return of

the settlers, the High Council attempted to keep some type of unifonnity
within the community.

The Saints were legally ordered to stay and make

the best of the situation.

Many of the settlers did leave the valley

and orders were issued for their return but often the law could not be
enforced.

30.

Morgan, "State of Deseret," pp. 72- 73.

31.

Morgan, Salt Lake, p. 208.
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The council also debated whether the main group should remain
in the valley or move either north or south.

A decision was not
reached, mainly due to the adverse weather conditions. 32
Early in 1848, the High Council solved the problem of settlers

moving to the vicinity of Miles Goodyear's homestead.

The Council

authorized Captain James Brown and Henry G. Sherwood to purchase the
Goodyear property. 33 Captain Brown had returned from California with
five thousand dollars, mostly in gold and the Goodyear establishment
was purchased for $1,950.00.

This solved two problems for the Saints--

it kept the small fraction of settlers who had left the main group
within the jurisdiction of the church, and secondly, since Goodyear
had prospered, the Saints could look forward to sharing the prosperity.
Even with the purchase of the Goodyear site, some settlers were still
dissatisfied with the conditions of the valley.
to go with Goodyear to California.

Five of them elected

The High Council let the dissatisfied

Saints leave the settlement. 34 This appears to be the last action taken
by the High Council in relation to those leaving the valley.
freedom of choosing one's own home now prevailed.

The

The only punishment

32.

Church of Jesus Christ, ~- cit., entry for January 10, 1848,
taken from the diary of Stephen M. St. John.

33.

Arrington, "Coin and Currency," p. 58. Church of Jesus Christ,~ci t. , entry for March 6, 1848, High Cmmcil letter to Brigham
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purchase as November ~1847. Arrington states it was in early
1848. The church records used does not reveal the exact date
but it was before March 6, 1848. It is assumed that it was
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34.
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applied to those leaving the connrrunity appeared to be excommunication
from the church.

There is, however, no evidence that the High Council

ever meted out this punishment.
The second problem was to keep law and order in the settlement.
r.Iost of the crimes committed were caused by the need for food.

In one

case several youngsters who had slaughtered an animal for food were
punished with ten lashes from a cutting whip.35 Other violators were
punished in the same manner.
Attempting to look after the entire settlement, the High Council,
in order to secure protection, imposed a tax on the settlers so gates
could be built for the fort.
and collect the tax.

William W. Willis was appointed to assess

The criteria for assessment of the tax is not

known, but the collection is prestnned to be either in some type of
money exchange or labor perfonned in building the gates.

It is

possible the gates were to be purchased outside the Monnon corrnnunity.
The High Council planned to add to the settlement's prosperity
when they sent twenty men, including Asahel A. Lathrop, Orrin P.
Rockwell, and Elijah K. Fuller, on an expedition to purchase cows,
mules, mares, wheat and garden seeds.

They went to California and

after the animals were purchased, they were driven to the Great Basin
area.

Rockwell and company were successful in their mission and

returned to the valley in the spring of 1848. 36 The High Council

35.

Morgan 1 "State of Deseret," p. 75.

Steele,~~ cit., pp. 20-21.

36.

Church of Jesus Christ, _QQ. cit., entry for March 6~ 1848, letter
from High Council to Brigliam Young, entry for May 18, 1848, letter
from Asahel A. Lathrop to Brigham Young. Harold Schindler, Orrin
Porter Rockwell (Salt Lake City, University of Utah Pressy 1966),
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also talked with Captain Grant of Fort Hall about opening trade with
the Hudson's Bay Company.
The High Council was also busy enacting acts and ordinances to
foster the co:mrm.mity's development and to continue peace and hannony
in the new settlement.

Five ordinances were passed on December 27,

1847, and became effective on January 1, 1848.

Two other ordinances

were passed on January 25, 1848, and became effective January 27, 1848.
The Preamble to the ordinances explained that the justification sprang
from the absence of organized govenunent in the territory and the need
to keep the peace, welfare and good order in the co:mrm.mity.
ordinances submitted were approved by the people. 37
The first ordinance to become law concerned vagrants.

The

The ordinance

required all individuals in the connnunity to provide for their own needs.
Those neglecting to do so, whether through idleness or neglect, would
have trustees appointed by a judge to look after their property.

The

law was a result of the extreme hardship which prevailed in the months
prior to January 1, 1848.

Some individuals had not provided sufficient

food nor had they made a conscious effort to do so and they had to
rely on the efforts of others, thereby placing an added burden upon
the co:mrm.mity.

It is probable this ordinance was enacted to prevent

a re-occurrence of these conditions as well as a warning to those who
neglected to provide for themselves.
for his own sustenance.

Each settler had to plan crops

A larger fanning cooperative was established

with each settler expected to contribute to its success.

As

the

Monnons were not forced to work on large projects, it was only through

37.

See .Appendix B for the Ordinances of the High Council.
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the urging of Brigham Young and the individual's beliefs who made the
larger cooperatives successful.

The cooperatives were for the welfare

of the conmrmity and to provide for those Saints on the way to the
valley who would arrive too late to plant crops. 38 It was hoped that
sufficient food would be raised for the newly fanned corrnnunity for the
coming winter.
From the evidence available, there is no mention of the selection
of judges prior to December, 1847.

Perhaps judges had been appointed

and the procedure not recorded, or it is also possible the High Council
was looking towards a complete government where judges would be a part
of the judiciary system.

The final alternative is that the Council

believed the word "judge" was needed to place fear in those contemplating
violation of the ordinances.
The second ordinance to be enacted into law concerned the
"disorderly or dangerous persons and disturbers of the peace."
Individuals convicted of crimes of violence, threats or rioting were
subject to fines of $5.00 and not to exceed $500.00.

In addition

they were subject to lashes, not to exceed thirty-nine, on the bare
back with a cutting whip.

Those convicted were also placed under the

security of the canrnunity for good behavior.

This ordinance appeared

as a result of the discontent brought about by the hard winter and
the lack of food.
Adultery and fornication were the topics of the third ordinance.
Those convicted of either act were subject to a fine of not more than
$1,000.00 and not to exceed thirty-ninelashes on the back.

38.

Werner, S£· cit., p. 239.
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plausible to assume extra-marital activity was taking place in the
community for the law did not appear to be an attempt to prevent
extra sexual activity before it occurred.
The fourth ordinance was concerned with "stealing, robbing,
housebreaking or maliciously causing the destruction by fire of any
property." The penalty for conviction of these crimes was to restore
the damage to the respective owner four fold and to receive not more
than thirty-nine lashes on the bare back.

This law also originated

from the hardships encountered during the winter.

The second and

fourth ordinances were enacted in an attempt to give the settlers
some type of protection and security from outside and inside the
corrnnunity.

Since they had been driven out of three previous settle-

ments, the settlers had a great amount of apprehension about their
personal safety.
The final ordinance to become effective at the start of the year
1848 appears to be a catch all ordinance.

This ordinance provided

punishment for drunkenness, cursing, swearing, foul or indecent
language, firing of guns unnecessarily within or about the fort,
unusual noise, or any disturbances of the peace.

The penalty for

those convicted was a fine not less than $25.00.
The sixth and seventh ordinances were adopted on the 25th of
January, 1848, and were to take effect at sunset, January 27, 1848.
The sixth ordinance prohibited settlers from acquiring more fuel
than was necessary to last them until October 1, 1848, and they could
not acquire more poles or timber than was necessary for present fencing
or building needs.

The penalty for violation of this ordinance was a

fine of at least $5.00 and not to exceed $500.00.

The difficu"ity in
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enforcing the fuel aspect of this ordinance must have been great.
Indeed, as they were not able to forecast future weather conditions,
it would seem that enforcement was impossible.
the ordinance was enacted for two reasons:

In all probability

first, to keep sane of the

more ambitious settlers from cutting down trees which were not
needed and secondly, to urge those who had a good supply of fire
wood to share it with others.
The seventh ordinance prohibited the nmning loose of cattle,
horses, IIR1les, or sheep upon the wheat land.

All animals allowed to

run loose were to be confiscated by the marshall.

The owners were

required to pay twenty-five cents per animal and two cents per head a
day for herding before the animals were returned.

This ordinance was

enacted in an attempt to prevent the animals from destroying the winter
crops.
The absence of imprisonment as a punishment for violation of the
above ordinances must also be noted.

The settlement had no jails, but

rather relied on physical punishment.

A post with a bell--the bell

was used to sunnnons the people together to witness the event--was
erected for the purpose of administering the impending punishments.
Failure to pay the designated fines usually resulted in the sale of the
violator's property by the High Council. 39 Perhaps a more meaningful
punishment would have required the violators to work on a coIIlIIlUility
project such as the irrigation works.

The extra labor would have helped

complete the project and kept the violators out of trouble.

39.

Morgan, "State of Deseret," p. 74.
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The High Council passed other ordinances as incidents or questions
arose.

Early in 1848, further restrictions were enacted in the cutting

of timber.

Certain areas were designated for cutting purposes.

poor and destitute soon became a problem for the High Council.

The
The

Bishops were given the responsibility of looking after and providing
for those individuals.

Other action by the High Council included

regulation of trade with the Indians, mostly prohibiting the sale of
guns and annnunition, establishment of a land record office, prohibition
of the use and sale of "ardent" spirits, selection of an area for a
cemetery, establishing prices on goods and the grinding of meal and
granting of the first divorce in Utah. 40 The High Council also
authorized various other ordinances and acts which will be discussed
later in connection with the State of Deseret.
Despite the hardships encountered, the majority of Saints
appeared content with their new home.

The monotony of the comrrrunity

was broken by a meeting, a dance, a visit by trappers, traders or an
exploring party..

All was quiet and serene.

The comrrrunity did not

have to contend with elections, police reports, IIIllrders, or war. 41
It was a world of their own .
.An important meeting which had great significance in the history

of Utah was held by the High Council on January 6, 1849.

The Council

asked to be relieved of their municipal duties for several reasons.42

40.

Morgan, Salt Lake, p. 220. Morgan, "State of Deseret," pp. 73 and
77. Nebeker, ~- cit., p. 88.

41.

Church of Jesus Chri?t~ ~- cit., entry for September 5, 1848,
taken from letter of Parley Pratt to Orson Pratt.

42.

Church of Jesus Christ,~- cit., entry for January 6, 1849.
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Because of limited jurisdiction, the Council could not effectively
control the area.

The Council only had jurisdiction over the initial

settlement and not the outlying areas.

The gold rush of 1848-49

brought many Gentiles into the valley over whom the High Council could
not govern.

Perhaps the most important reason was the annexation of

the Great Basin area by the United States Government.

The treaty

signed on February 2, 1848, between the governments of the United
States and Mexico at Guadalupe Hidalgo had given the entire area of
the Great Basin, New Mexico, Arizona and California to the United
States. 43 When the advance party arrived in the Salt Lake Valley,
they had settled in Mexican territory.

Had the Monnons originally

intended leaving the botmdaries of the United States when they
migrated from Nauvoo, this quest failed.

In early 1848, they were

once again within the jurisdiction of the United States government.
For all of these reasons, the High Council felt it should be relieved
of the municipal duties in favor of a stronger government.

This

government would be known as the "State of Deseret."

43.

Leonard J. Arrington, ''The Settlement of the Brigham Young Estate,
1877-1879. Pacific Historical Review, XXXI:1-20, p. 3. Ray
Billington, Westward E~an.sion (New York, Maanillan Co. 1949), p.
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GIAPTER TIIREE

FORMATION AND ffiNSTITIITION

of the
STATE OF DESERET

Because of problems encolUltered in the new settlement, the
limited jurisdiction of the High ColUlcil and the surge of travelers
on their way to California, the connnlUlity leaders felt the need of
a stronger government.

In order to establish a more applicable

government, guidelines had to be established and certain procedures
needed to be followed.

This involved a convention for the purpose

of drawing up a constitution followed by the voter approval of the
document and finally, initiating the new government.

The procedure

followed by the Mormon community was similiar to the procedure staged
in the Willamette Valley of Oregon in 1843.

There the main concern

was for the protection of the domestic animals from the wild beasts
of the area.

From these "Wolf Meetings" innnerged the basic steps
needed for a government. 1 In the Salt Lake Valley the concern was
also for protection.

In this case it was from the disorderly

individuals on the way to the gold fields.
Notice was sent out on February 1, 1849, to all citizens living
in Upper California, east of the Sierra Nevada MolUltains, that a
convention was to be held on March S, 1849, at Great Salt Lake City
for the purpose of organizing a Territory or State Government. 2 It
may be assumed that notices were sent out to other residents, Mormons
and non-Mormons, living within the bolUldaries of the new state.

1.

Ray Billington, The Fat Western Frontier 1830-1860 (New York,
Harper and Row, IT5°6J,p. 114.
-- --

2.

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Salt Lake Stake (Salt
Lake City, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Samts), entry for
February 1, 1849.
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The convention was held on the designated day.

The church record

indicates that a number of inhabitants from Upper California lying east
of the Sierra Nevada Motmtains were present at the meeting. 3 The
convention convened and elected Daniel Spencer as Chairman; William
Clayton, secretary; Thomas Bullock, assistant secretary; and Horace
Eldridge as Marshall.

The officers, with the approval of the

convention, appointed a committee of ten men to draft a constitution
for the purpose of governing the territory.

The ten men selected were

Albert Carrington, Joseph L. Heywood, William W. Phelps, David Fullmer,
John S. Fullmer, Charles C. Rich, John Taylor, Parley P. Pratt, John
J. Bernhisel and Erastus Snow.

The committee was instructed to draft

a constitution by which the inhabitants of the territory could govern
and organize themselves tmtil the United States Congress provided them
with a government.

The convention was then adjourned tmtil the

committee fulfilled its mission.

Within a few days the committee

presented the document to the convention who then presented it to the
voters for approval.

The "State of Deseret" came into existence when

the qualified voters by a majority margin ratified the charter.

3.

Ibid., entry for March 5, 1849. United States Senate,
Territorial Papers of the United States Senate, 17891873, Microfilm, Utan 1849-70, Washington 1853-6-g-:-Memorial to the Unitea States Senate. The church record
indicates that a considerable number of inhabitants from
the portion of Upper California lying east of the Sierra
Nevada Motmtains attended the convention. The reader
could assume that individuals from California attended
the meeting. However, the statement merely indicates
that those living east of the Sierra Nevada were in
attendance which could mean those living in the Salt
Lake Valley. I could not find any evidence of outsiders
or non-Mormons attending the convention.
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The preamble of the constitution stated that a number of citizens
of the United States had migrated to the area and that the treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo had tenninated all forms of govennnent originating
from the Republic of Mexico.

The welfare and security of the inhabitants

were dependent upon civil govennnent and since the Congress of the
United States had not provided for a govennnent, the citizens of the
involved area felt a need to fonn their own govennnent.

This procedure

of providing for a govennnent in an area prior to Congressional action
was also similiar to the Oregon and other situations.

The First

Organic Law passed in the Oregon country> July 5, 1843, established a
govennnent until the United States could extend its jurisdiction over
the area. 4 In 1843 Oregon was under the joint occupation agreement
with Breat Britain.

The settlers there were more rebellious than the

Monnons by urging the United States govennnent to extend its jurisdiction
and violate an international agreement.

After the United States had

acquired sole possession of the Oregon territory, 1846, it took
Congress two years to establish a govennnent.

The Mormon desires and

Congressional languor were not new to the frontier.

California and

New Mexico also held conventions to fonn govennnents due to Congressional
inaction.
The preamble also urged Congress to acknowledge the constitution
of the State of Deseret on the basis that the Document proclaimed that
the political power of the state was vested in the people and that the
govennnent was instituted for their security, benefit and protection.
Having acknowledged all of these needs the people ordained and established

4.

Billington, Far We~teni Frontier, p. 114.
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a "free and Independent GoveTillilent, by the name of the State of
Deseret. 115
Several factors need to be discussed in connection with the
preamble of the constitution.

It seems that the opening statement

indicating a "large number of citizens of the United States" refers
to the Jl;1ormons as well as others.

The fact that they still considered

themselves citizens of the United States indicated that Mormons did
not have any desire to break away from the United States goveTillilent.
Another factor that may have led some to believe the Mormons were
interested in breaking away and fonning a separate state is the
phrase "free and Independent GoveTillilent." Viewed in the context of
the preamble the indication is towards a free and independent government within the structure of the United States republic.

The

implication is towards equality with other states within the nation
rather than an independent goveTillilent.

Finally, the time period

between the acquisition of the area from Mexico on February 2, 1848,
and the formation of the State of Deseret in March, 1849, deserves
notice.

The time period was ample to enable Congress to start pro-

ceedings instituting a government, especially in the California area
where the population had its greatest concentration.

Some writers

have concluded that the motive behind the formation of Deseret was
the need to establish a goveTillilent suitable for the Mormons before
the United States created either a state or territory that would not
5.

See .Appendix C for the constitution of the State of Deseret. The
word "Deseret" comes from the Book of Mormon and it means honey bee.
It is used to signify industrious people. See Rulon S. Howell, The
Mormon Story (Salt Lake City, Bookcraft Inc., 1963), eleventh edition,
p. 65. Mormon, Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City, Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints,1961), Translated by Joseph Smith, p. 480.
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be appropriate to Mormon needs.

If this was the case it seems that

the Saints would have formed their state soon after the United States
had acquired the area or at the latest, after Brigham Young's return
to the valley from Winter Quarters, September 20, 1848.

Also, had

the Mormons wished a government of their own, they certainly would
not have petitioned Congress to provide them with a government.

It

is apparent, from the above facts, that the Mormons were attempting
to establish some type of government for those in the valley within
the framework of the American constitution and were not working toward
an independent state or nation separated from the jurisdiction of the
United States.

Had they wanted to leave the United States they could

have journeyed into Mexico or Canada.
The preamble also designed the area that the State of Deseret
would encompass.

The eastern boundaries ran along the western edge

of the Rocky Mountains.

The southern border was the Gila River until

it reached the northern boundary of Mexico as designated by the treaty
of Guadulape Hidalgo.

The western limits included the southern coast

of California, then moved inland until it reached the eastern ridge
of the Sierra Nevada Mountains and encompassed the area east of the
mountains.

The northern boundary was the divide between the drainage

of the Columbia River and the Great Basin.

The Boundary moved east

until it reached the summit of the Wind River Mountains in Wyoming
and proceeded southwardly until it reached the original starting point
of the Rocky Mountains. 6 The area followed the general pattern of
the map drawn for the United States Senate by Charles Preuss in 1848.

6.

See Appendix D for a map of the State of Deseret.
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Portions of nine states of the present United States made up the new
state; Oregon, California, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico, Utah_, Colorado_,
Idaho and Wyoming.

The northwestern corner of present day Utah was

not included in the original State of Deseret.
Article One of the constitution designated the division of powers
into three distinct departments:
the judiciary.

the legislature, the executive and

The legislative branch of the new government was

outlined in Article Two.

The power to enact laws was vested in a

General Assembly which consisted of a House of Representatives and a
Senate, both of whom were to be elected by the qualified voters.
Except for the first session which was held on the first Monday of
July, 1849, the annual legislative session was scheduled for the
first Monday of December.

The Governor of the State could convene

the General Assembly at his discretion.
Each member of the House of Representatives was chosen biennially
by the qualified voters of their districts.

The requirement for

prospective House members were, 25 years of age, free, white male
citizen of the United States and a resident of the State for one year
and for 30 days in the district from which elected prior to election.
Prospective Senate members were required to meet the same
residency qualifications as those of the House of Representatives.
Age requirements were raised from 25 to 30 years.

The tenn of office

for the Senators were four years with one half of them elected
initially for two years.
biennially.

The other half were thereafter elected

The voters elected seventeen Senators and thirty-five

Representatives according tq_ the allotment.

Members of the General

Assembly were free from civil arrest during the session of the
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Legislative body.

This is an interesting privilege granted to those

that were to govern.

It seems that the powers of government were to

continue regardless of the individual's private life or his personal
conduct.
Each house had the power to conduct its own internal affairs
independently of the other.

They were granted the necessary powers

of a "free and independent government." Legislators were also required
to taJce an oath affinning their support to the constitution of Deseret
and the United States.

The General Assembly had the power to over-

ride a Governor's veto by a 2/3 vote of the members present.
phrase "free and independent government" appears again.

The

However" the

phrase is followed by the requirement of having each member take an
oath supporting the constitution of both the United States and Deseret.
The intent appears to be the same as in the preamble.
The stipulation of being a "free, white male citizen" in order
to be eligible for election to the General Assembly can have many
interpretations.

Many nationalities which are of a dark complexion

can be excluded by the requirement of being "white." Since the area
encompassed a great deal of the Mexican territory ceded to the United
States, it is possible that the constitution was attempting to exclude
Mexicans from participating in the new government.

The Indians could

also fit into this category.
Article Three defined the executive branch of the government.
The executive powers were vested in a Governor and Lieutenant Governor,
both elected for a period of four years and at the same time.
Lieutenant Governor was also the President of the Senate.

The

Qualifications

for the executive offices required the individual be a citizen of the
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United States, resident of the state for two years and at least 35
years of age at the time of election.

The exe01tive branch did not

require a "free white male" as did the legislative branch.

However,

it is probable the intent was the same for both departments.

The

chances of women or non-white individuals being elected to the top
position was remote.
Duties of the Governor included acting as Connnander-in-Oiief of
the militia and the anned forces, exe01ting laws, filling vacancies not
prescribed in the constitution and granting reprieves and pardons.
An

annual message on the condition of the state to the General Assembly

was required of the Governor.

The Oiief Executive was forbidden from

holding other offices while performing the duties of governor.

The

powers of veto granted to the exe01tive in Article Two are not defined
in Article Three as being part of the function of the executive office.
It appears the emphasis is on the passage of bills over the Executive's
veto.

Section Sixteen provided for impeachment but the procedures were

not elaborated.

The Lieutenant Governor assumed the chief exe01tive's

duties in case of impeachment, death, absence or resignation of the
Governor.
Article Three also provided for a Secretary of State, Treasurer
and Auditor of Public Accounts.

They were elected by the voters of

the state for a period of four years.

Other qualifications for these

offices are not mentioned nor who was to draw up the guidelines.
The Judiciary Branch of the State of Deseret provided for in
Article Four consisted of a Supreme Court and Inferior Courts.

The

fonnation, jurisdiction and types of Inferior Courts was left up to
the discretion of the General Assembly.

The Supreme Court consisted
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of a Oiief Justice and two Associates who were elected by a joint vote
of the General Assembly for a four year tenn.

The Court's function

was to conserve the peace and exercise appellate powers throughout
the State of Deseret.
Article Five described the election procedure for the Governor,
Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State, Treasurer, and Auditor of
Accounts.

Ead1 office seeker was required to receive a majority of

the votes cast in order to be declared elected.

Before assuming

their respective offices, the elected took an oath or affinnation
supporting the constitution of the United States and Deseret.

The

first election was held on the first Monday in May for those seeking
a berth in the General Assembly and those designated in Article Five. 7
The voters were also to vote upon the adoption of the constitution at
this time and also were to elect two judges whose duties were to
supervise the election.

At the end of the election, the judges took

the votes to the Oiainnan of the Constitutional Convention, Daniel
Spencer, who along with two secretaries were to count the votes and
declare the winners of the various offices.

After the first election

the General Assembly was given the authority by the constitution to
establish a system of elections.

During the first election the voters

had the choice of electing the necessary officers while rejecting the
constitution.

The constitutional committee must have felt a need to

follow this procedure.

It would have been interesting to have had the

voters defeat the constitution while electing the officers to serve
the area.
7.

I could not find any evidence of an election for the General
Assembly.
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Article Five also provided for the manner of voting by ballot.
It also required the General Assembly to meet at Great Salt Lake City
which was the seat of government.

The voting requirements~ specified

in Article Five, declared that a voter must be twenty one years of age,
white and male.

The requirements of being a "male"

was

a departure

from Mormon church tradition.

Women, as part of the congregation, had
possessed the right to vote in governmental affairs. 8 The elimination
of women voters was in keeping with American political concepts of
that time.

The framers were attempting to keep their religious concepts

out of the government and conform with American tradition.

It is also

assumed that women kept their right to vote in churd1 matters.
The militia for the state was provided for in Article Six.

All

able bodied men between the ages of 18 and 45 were to serve in the
military organization.

The officers were elected by members of the

militia and comnissioned by the Governor.

Although the State of

Deseret encompassed part of the sea coast of California, the
constitution did not provide for any type of Navy.

The main reason

for needing a coastal outlet was to insure the new Saints corning to
the valley via the sea a safe passage.

The coastal region also gave

the Mormons an outlet for trade with the outside world.
Article Seven gave the General Assembly the power to revise,
alter and amend the constitution.

The revisions~ alterations and

amendments were all subject to approval by the majority of the voters.

8.

Dale L. Morgan, "The State of Deseret." Utah Historical Quarterly,
8:2,3,4:65-239, p. 86.
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The declaration of rights were enumerated in Article Eight of
the constitution.

Section One gave the individual "certain natural,

essential, and inalienable rights." Some of these were the right to
acquire and defend his property, obtaining his safety and happiness
and of defending his life and liberty.

Section One also stated that

men "should be born equally free." The intent of the phrase "should
be" is not clear.

This phrase could be interpreted in many ways "

however, there does not appear to be any intent of discrimination
against others by the framers.
Section Three of Article Eight guaranteed the individual the
freedom of religion and prohibited the General Assembly from passing
any laws that interfered with religious freedom.

There is no attempt

to differentiate between the Gentiles and the Saints.

It appears

that this section was written from a legislative point of view and
not from a religious view since theological differences are not
mentioned.
individual.

However, it does guarantee the freedom of religion for the
The right to speak, write and publish opinions on any

subject were also guaranteed to the individual in Section Five of
Article Eight and laws could not be passed restricting the freedom
of speech or of the press.

This concept had been violated in Nauvoo

when William Law's printing press was destroyed for printing
derogratory remarks against the Monnon church.

Evidently the fanners

were more concerned with establishing a sound democratic government
rather than protecting their faith or their church.

The original

intent of the constitution of Deseret was to provide for a governme~t
until Congress established a government for the area.

If ever an

opportunity arose to establish a theocracy, it was at this moment in
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Mannon history.

However, the Monnons were attempting to establish a

democratic government and not a theocracy.
The political power was inherent in the people and it was their
prerogative to change the form of government was another right included
in Article Eight.

Other benefits mentioned in the Declaration of

Rights were the individual's right to bear arms, right of petition,
right to obtain bail except in capital cases, right to a jury trial,
freedom from search and seizures, freedom of press and speech, and the
writ of Habeas Corpus.

The Article also prohibited the individual

from denying rights to others, dueling , and engaging in treason
against the United States.
The constitution was adopted by the convention and presented to
the voters of the area for approval or disapproval.

The general

election was held in the Bowery at Great Salt Lake City on March 12,
1849, even though the constitution had specified the first election
was to be held on the first Monday of May.

The constitution was

approved by the electors.
For the individual offices, a total of 674 votes favored the
following ticket:

Governor, Brigham Young; Secretary, Willard Richards;

Chief Justice, Heber C. Kimball; Associate Justices, Newel K. Whitney
and John Taylor; Marshall, Horace S. Eldredge; Attorney General, Daniel
H. Wells; Assessor and Collector, Albert Carrington; Treasurer, Newel
K. Whitney and Supervisor of Roads Joseph L. Heywood. 9 The constitution
2.

9.

Church of Jesus Christ; ~~ cit., entry for March 12, 1849. I
could not find any evidence of who received the minority of votes
for the offices. It seems that Brigham Young was such a strong
favorite that it would have been political suicide to run against
him. However, if the proposed State of Deseret wanted to be
democratic other candidates could have run for the offices.
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provided for election of the following off ices , Governor, Lieutenant
Governor, Secretary of State, Treasurer, and Auditor of Accounts.

The

Chief and Associate Justice were to be elected by a joint vote of the
General Assembly according to the constitution.

Since the General

Assembly had not been elected it is possible that the Justices were
elected to start the judiciary process. 10 It is difficult to assess
if these offices were for the State of Deseret or for the Salt Lake
Stake area.

The Lieutenant Governor, and Auditor of Accounts did not

receive any votes according to the infonnation available.

However,

votes were cast for the justices, Marshall, Attorney General, Assessor
and Collector and the Supervisor of Roads.
specified for in the constitution.

These offices were not

Newel K. Whitney was elected as an

Associate Justice and as the Treasurer.

There is no fallacy in this

since the constitution did not prohibit multiple office holdings
except for the governor.
This was the constitution of the State of Deseret as established
in the Great Basin area in 1849.

The justification was the need of a

government for the area since the United States Congress had failed to
provide a government.

The State of Deseret was an original idea to the

Mormons.

They wanted to become part of the growing nation and not adopt
an independent government. 11

10.

I could not find any evidence to justify the election of the justices.
Also the information available to me was the history of the Salt Lake
Stake. It is possible that the justices were elected for the Salt
Lake area and not for the State of Deseret. This however is a remote
possibility.

11.

For various conclusions see Hubert Howe Bancroft, The History of
Utah (San Francisco, The History Company Publishers,1890) , p. 440.
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Deseret was the fulfillment of the need of a government.

It was

similar to the Provisional Government of Oregon in need but not as
radical.

The State of Deseret was within the territorial limits of

the United States while Oregon was llllder joint occupation at the time
the Oregon Provisional Government was established.

Deseret was also

similar to the State of Franklin which was established in 1784.

The

State of Franklin was created because the State of North Carolina had
not provided the settlers protection against the Indians. 12 The best
way to fulfill this need was to provide for their own by establishing
a Government.
Deseret was not the last to establish a government of their own,
California, Colorado, New Mexico and Nevada all came after Deseret.
The basic reason for establishing these governments was Congressional
inaction, the same reason the Mormons used to create Deseret.

Deseret

in this respect was typical of the western movement.

Ray Billington, "Best Prepared Pioneers in the West." .American
Heritage 1 VIII (October, 1956), 20-26, p. 24. Morgan~ ~- c1t. 1
pp. 74 and 94. P.A. M. Taylor 1 E&ectations Westward (Cornell
University Press 1 Ithaca, New York, 1966), pp. 64-73.
12.

Esmond Wright 1 Fabric of Freedom (New York, Hill and Wang, 1961),
pp. 162-163.

a-IAPTER FOUR

FORCES AT WORK
IN TI-IE STATE OF DESERET

While the constitutional convention met and established the new
govennnent, the majority of the population continued to work to
convert the wilderness into a home and provide sufficient food for
their sustenance.
The California gold rush of 1848 had given the Saints a favorable
balance of trade due to their location but it had also decreased their
food supply.

The rush of 1848 was minor compared to the influx of

miners traveling through the valley in 1849.

The prospective miners

brought with them merchandise of every description which was used in
bartering for food and to pay for repairs on equipment needed to
continue the journey to California. 1 The rush became so great during
the summer months it was thought that as many as 10,000 prospective
miners traveled through the valley.

The influx was so overwhelming

Brigham Young was forced to set some wage and price standards until
the General Assembly met in session.

Young fixed the price of wheat

at $5.00 per bushel and wages at $5.00 per day for repair work on
those items belonging to the travelers. 2 The gold fever which raged
in the Great Basin had two aspects.

The Saints were busily engaged in

supplying the necessary food supplies and in repairing the needed
equipment, and they also wanted to join the 49'ers for the purpose of
striking it rich.

The price of gold was $16.00 per ounce which made

1.

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints ,, Salt Lake Stake (Salt
Lake City,, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints), entry for
July 3, 1849, taken from the autobiography of Parley P. Pratt.

2.

Hubert Howe Bancroft, The HistoaJ of Utah (San Francisco, The
History Company Publishers 1 189 , pp:----197 and 299. Church of
Jesus Christ 1 ~ - cit., entry for July 8, 1849. Dale L. Morgan,
The Great Salt Lake (New York, The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1947),,
p:-222.
-- --
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the gold fields attractive.

While a few of the Monnons made an indiv-

idual decision to join the gold rush, the majority of Saints submitted
their applications to either Brigham Young or the High Council for
approval.

Both Yotmg and the Council rejected requests to join the gold

rush on grounds that the Saints' mission was to build a new Zion and
secondly, those seeking the wealth of the gold fields would not know
how to use the mineral. 3 Those denied pennission to go were not
forcibly held back.

They were merely refused pennission by the

authorities of the church.
Even though the gold in its mineral fonn was of minor importance
to the Mormons, the need of a monetary standard for exchange was of
great significance.

Most exchanges were conducted through the bartering

system which did not prove successful mainly due to the time consuming
problem of transporting cumbersome goods.

To solve this problem, John

Kay was appointed to coin money from gold dust.

The gold dust had been

brought into the valley by the members of the returning Mormon Battalion.
They had acquired the dust as their enlistment wages and by panning for
gold in California.

Brigham Young gave the members of the Battalion
tithing credit which went to the church for the gold dust. 4 The first
coining of gold dust occurred on December 10, 1848.
John Kay was instructed by the High Council to coin money into
denominations of $2.50, $5.00 and $20.00.

The inscription on one side

3.

Leonard J. Arrington, "Coin and Currency in Early Utah." Utah
Historical Quarterlt, 20:1:56-76, pp. 58-59 and 62. Bancroft, ~cit., p. 303. Ralp Bieber, "California Gold Mania." Mississippi
Valle¥ Historical Review, XXX:V:3-28, p. 14. Church of Jesus Christ,
~- cit., entry for February 24, 1849. Morgan, ~- cit., p. 222.

4.

Arrington, 92..· cit., p. 57 footnote, and p. 62.
on personal income used to support a d1urch.

Tithing is a tax
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of the coin was "Holiness to the Lord" with an emblem of the Mormon
Priesthood.

On the reverse side of the coin was the statement "Pure

Gold" with the value of the coin surrounded by the drawing of two
clasped hands. 5 The coining of gold dust was a failure due to the
damage of the crucibles essential in the production process.

The

High Council then authorized the printing of paper money, December 28,
1848, as a means of solving the need for an exchange medilllll.

All of

the paper bills were hand signed by Brigham Young and stamped with the
seal of the twelve apostles.

Denominations of $.SO, $1.00, $3.00, and

$5.00 were printed dated January 2, 1849.

The procedure of hand

printing the paper currency was not efficient to meet the needs of the
settlers, even after the second issue dated January 5, 1849.

The High

Council then legalized and ordered the re-issuance of the Kirtland Bank
notes which had failed in the panic of 1837.

The re-issue of the

Kirtland notes was significant for two reasons.

First, the notes

satisfied the need for an exchange system in the Great Basin.

Secondly,

it fulfilled Joseph Smith's prediction that someday the notes would be
as good as gold. 6 The fulfillment of this prediction helped the church
by providing its members with added faith in their beliefs.
With the problem of currency temporarily solved, more permanent
measures were initiated in the production of currency.

By January 20,

1849, a press was devised for the purpose of stamping money.

This

5.

Church of Jesus Christ,,~- cit.~ entry for November 25, 1848. John
Nebeker, "Early Justice m Utan." Utah Historical Quarterly, 3:3:8789. Dictated by John Nebeker in 1884, p. 88.

6.

Arrington, ~~ cit., pp. 62..,65. Dale L. Morgan, "The State of
Deseret." Utahllistorical Quarterly, 8:2,3,4:65-239, p. 77 footnote.
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became the first printing process in the area.

The coins minted

during the sunnner of 1849 and in 1850 had the inscription of "Provisional
Government of Great Salt Lake" and not the State of Deseret. 7 The usage
of Provisional Government instead of Deseret was to make the coins
easier to transact outside the area of the Great Salt Lake.

The

Saints also used the term Provisional because they had no lmowledge of
the action to be taken by Congress in terms of providing a permanent
government.
At first the Saints were reluctant to accept paper money due to
the failure of the Kirtland Bank notes and the fear of counterfeit
paper money.

The High Cmmcil issued orders that paper money printed

by John Kay, Brigham Young plus the Kirtland Bank notes were legal
tender.

They were required to honor the paper money and the bank notes

as a medimn of exchange .

The settlers then accepted the paper money.

The General Assembly continued the practice of minting coins and
printing money as initiated by the High Council. 8
With some of the minor problems solved or in the process of being
solved, the Saints concentrated on the major problem of establishing a
satisfactory food reserve to suffice during the winter months.
continued their irrigation project connnenced in 1847.

They

By the sunnner of

1849, the connnunity efforts of establishing irrigation ditches around
each of the ten acre city blocks was completed.

The canals used to

convey water to the farms were dug four feet wide and three feet deep
with the embankments lined with cobble stones.

7.

Loe. cit.

8.

Arrington, .9E..~ cit., pp. 56-57, 66 and 69.

In their respective
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wards the Bishops were required to nm furrows or cut ditches to keep
the water from flooding the streets.· When wateF had to be conveyed
across streets or public roads, the Bishops were also compelled to
build or have built a bridge of sufficient means over the ditch.

The

penalty for disobeying this Ordinance by the Bishops was a fine of
twenty five dollars. 9
In an effort to convert the desert into an agricultural area,
the Saints were also concerned with preserving the natural resources
of the region.

The streams, canyons, land and timber were all reserved

for the general population of the valley and the usage was subject to
approval.

All mill construction, fencing of land and the cutting of

timber needed Council approval.

This concept developed by the Mormons

became a major contribution to the legal theory of the West and the
basis of the irrigation laws in the state of Utah.IO
The General Assembly continued the practice of reserving water
rights and of promoting irrigation for the valley.

During their first

fonnal session, the legislative body passed ordinances for the purpose
of constructing dams on the rivers Jordan and Cottonwood as well as
other smaller waterways.

Another ordinance by the Assembly allotted

three thousand dollars for the construction of the dam on the Cottonwood
River.

The function of this dam was to divert water into the valley for

irrigation and mill usage.

Both ordinances were approved by the General

Assembly on January 15, 1850.

9.

Church of Je~us Christ,~- 2!·,.entry for April 5, 1849. George
D. Clyde, "History of Irrigation m Utah." Utah Historical
Quarterly 1 27:1:27-38, p. 28.
--

10.

Morgan, "State of Deseret/' p. 73.
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The procedure of reserving water rights for the public was
followed until the end of 1850.

In November, 1850, Brigham Young

petitioned the General Assembly to grant him "exclusive control over
the timber, rocks, minerals and water, in the City Creek Kanyon
(

•
)
SlC
.

• . II

The purpose, according to Brigham Young, was to insure

the flow of water from City Creek to the inhabitants of the valley.
On December 4, 1850, the General Assembly granted Young the rights to

City Creek.

In exchange for the privilege, Young paid the Public

Treasury the sum of five hundred dollars.

Brigham Young then assumed

extra-legal power in addition to being President of the church and
Governor of the State of Deseret.

He was virtually a dictator.

The privileges granted to Brigham Young started a pattern of
favoritism by the General Assembly.

Also on December 4, the Assembly

granted Ezra T. Benson the exclusive rights to control the waters in
Tooele Valley and the waters from Rock Springs to meet mill and
irrigating needs.

The control of the water placed Benson in a position

similar to that enjoyed by Brigham Young.

On the same day, the Assembly

granted James Rawlins the timber rights of South Mill Creek Canyon.
Rawlins was to build and maintain a road for public use in return for
the privilege.

The timber rights to Little Cottonwood Canyon were

granted to Benjamin Clapp and Charles Drown on January 7, 1851.

On

the following day rights to North Mill Creek were granted to Heber C.
Kimball.

Other grants conceded were the timber rights to George Smith,

Ezra T. Benson and Willard Richards.

On February 4, 1851, the General

Assembly passed an ordinance to relieve themselves of the duty of granting
water and timber privileges and delegated it to the respective judges of
each county.
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Even though the granting of timber and water rights to certain
individuals appeared to be favoritism and to provide individuals with
virtual control of the area, the reason for the grants was to develop
the area and to foster the economy.

Since the Mormons had developed

the economy in other areas , the logical explanation for the grants was
their concern for the future development of the coJIIllRlility.
Water sources influenced the choice of home sites and of sites
for new settlements.

Soon after the Saints arrived in the Great Basin,

exploring parties were sent out in search of water, timber, home sites
and areas for new settlements.

By the spring of 1848, the Saints had

started to expand geographically.

In November, 1848, Brigham Young

gave a sermon on colonization to relieve the church from being
dependent upon volunteers.
.

.

It became a duty to go into an area and

start t h e co 1on1zat1on process.

11

Soon after the formation of the State of Deseret, plans were
formulated for the settlement of Little Salt Lake and Cedar Valley.
The Saints desired to establish a colony on the southern route to
California to aid in the transportation of imports and to assist new
Saints coming to the valley.

Secondary factors influencing these

settlements were the desires to utilize the agriculture resources of
the valleys and to aid in the production of iron badly needed by the
kingdom.

11.

Brigham Young had great plans for exploiting the area

Bancroft :r 9£~ cit., p. 307. Henry H. Blood, "Early Settlement of
Kaysville, Utan." Utah Historical Quarterly, 2:1:14-18, p. 15.
Morgan, Salt Lake, pp. 218-219.
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between the Great Salt Lake Valley and the coastal area of California.
However, these plans did not materialize.12
The colonization program continued and by the end of 1849, the
Saints had established nineteen communities.

All of the new settlements

had some particular justification other than just settlements for
settlement's sake.

Most were for fanning, fishing, mineral production
or to civilize and christianize the Indians. 13
By

the end of 1850, a sufficient number of locales had been settled

to warrant the General Assembly to authorize the organization of Davis
and Iron Counties.

Ordinances creating these two counties did not

specify the population requirements nor did they specify any future
guidelines for the creation of new counties.
The General Assembly also inaugurated the procedure for incorporating cities, Great Salt Lake City being the first city to be incorporated,
January 9, 1851.

The ordinance creating the incorporation was similar

to the charter granted by the state of Illinois for Nauvoo.

Only two

sections were omitted from the Nauvoo charter, those being the provisions for the establishment of the Nauvoo Legion or state militia and
providing for a university.

Both of these provisions had been fulfilled

earlier in Salt Lake City.

By virtue of this incorporation, the city of

Salt Lake became the second incorporated city west of the Missouri

12.

Gustive 0. Larson, "Journal of the .Iron County Mission, John D. Lee,
Clerk." Utah Historical T-attetly,. 20:2:109-133, pp. 111-112.
Morgan, Salt Lake 1 pp. 21 -219.

13.

Church of Jesus Christ, ~- cit. , entry for March 10,. 1849. P. A.
M. Taylor, Expectations Westward (Ithaca 1 New York, Cornell
University Press, 1966), p. 95.
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River preceded only by San Francisco. 14 The charter provided for the
regulations and requirements essential to the operation of a city
government.

It also made provisions for schools, hospitals, public

works such as water and street lights, city council, fire prevention,
and for the establishment of laws not repugnant to the State or Federal
Constitutions.

The Gene·ra1 Assembly also incorporated the cities of

Ogden, Manti, Provo, and Parawan on February 6, 1851.

The creating

ordinances followed the general format which established Great Salt
Lake City.
The provisions establishing a local militia, which was omitted
from the Salt Lake City charter, had been sanctioned during the first
session of the General Assembly.

The early enactment was passed

because the Saints had a history of organized military institutions.
One of the first actions of the settlers upon arrival in the valley
was the election of Charles Rich as the Chief Military Connnander.
pattern continued under the Deseret constitution.

The

The final organiza-

tion of the militia was completed by May 26, 1849, and named the Nauvoo
Legion after the military organization of Nauvoo, Illinois. 15 The
Legion was composed of two cohorts with four regiments per cohort, two
battalions per regiment and five companies to each battalion.

One of the

cohorts consisted of calvary while the other cohort was composed of
infantry.
On ~1arch 3, 1850, the General Assembly provided for the construction
of an armory so that munitions and equipment could be stored.

The final

14.

Morgan, "State of Deseret:t" pp. 107-108.

15.

Church of Jesus Christ, ~- cit., entry for March 16, 1849.
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enactment by the General Assembly to provide military protection for
the area was in January 1851, when the Legislative body divided the
settled area of the Great Basin.

The ordinance actually made two

separate military districts independent of each other.

The major

conflict encountered by the militia came in the fonn of Indians who
did not represent a fonnidable foe.

The crime most corrnnitted by the

Indians was the stealing of cattle from the Saints to supplement
their diet. 16 However, the Saints had the basis of some minute
military protection.
The second provision omitted from the charter incorporating Salt
Lake City was the allocation for a State lmiversity.

Brigham Yo1mg

had urged the fonnation of a state school system in his address to
the opening session of the General Assembly in 1849.

The Assembly

responded by providing for a school of higher learning by passing an
ordinance on February 28, 1850, incorporating the lmiversity of Deseret.
The ordinance also provided for a free school for orphans and other
worthy individuals who could not afford to pay the required fees.
Orson Spencer was selected by the General Assembly as the Chancellor
of the University. 17
The Saints were also improving their status without the help or
aid of the General Assembly.

One of the pressing problems was the

general health of the settlers.

From the time of initial settlement

16.

Church of Jesus Christ,~- cit., entry for March 1, 1848, taken
from diary of Elder Lorenzo D.Young 2 entry for February 28 and
March 6 2 1849,. taken from journal of John Brown.

17.

Ibid. 2 entry for February 28, 1850.
pp. 99-100 and 105.

Morgan, "State of Deseret,"
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until mid 1850's, the death rate was one out of every forty-eight
persons.

This was the second highest death rate in the nation at that

time.

Births were numerous ranging from three to four daily for the
newly established corrnnunity. 18
Willard Richards, a practicing Monnon physician, decided a general
conference was needed in order to establish some type of health service
for the people.

The conference was held on February 21, 1849, and

from this meeting emerged the Council of Health.

The function of the

new medical group was to reduce the cause of the diseases rather than
to cure the illness. 19 This goal became the basis for the practice of
preventive medicine in the Great Basin.
Besides his medical duties Willard Richards became instnnnental
in establishing a newspaper for the valley.

The first issue, called

"Deseret News," published on June 15, 1850, reported an account of the
sessions of the United States Senate, a report of the San Francisco
fire of December 24, 1849, a message by President Taylor to the House
of Representatives on January 21, 1850:, and other news.
a single copy was fifteen cents.
twenty-five cents per copy. 20

The price for

Travelers and emigrants were charged

18.

J. Cecil Alter, "Addendas." Utah Historical Quarterly, 10:1,2,3,4:
37-54, p. 37. Church of Jesusc:Ii"rist, .9£.· cit., entry for Monday,
January 10, 1848, taken from dairy of St. Jolin.

19.

Alter,·~~ cit., p. 37. Church of Jesus Christ, 2£· ,Si!,·, entry
for February 21, 1849. Blanche Rose, "Early Utah--iiedical Practice."
Utah Historical Quarterly, 10:1,2,3,4:14-33, pp. 14-18.

20.

Church of Jesus Christ, .9£_~ cit., entry for June 15, 1850. Morgan,
"State of Deseret,11 p. 100. Virgil Peterson, "Early Monnon Journalism." Mississippi Valley H1storica1·Review, 35-627-628, p. 627.
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The United States government also aided the Mormons indirectly
by establishing a post office at Salt Lake City in January, 1849.
Joseph Leland Heywood was appointed as the city's first postmaster.
Earlier, Albert Carrington had been elected deputy postmaster IB1der the
government of the High Collllcil.

Heywood was the first postmaster llllder

the jurisdiction of the United States.

The post office established in

1849 was the second station in the west being preceded only by the
post office at Monterey, California.

A mail route, established March 1,

1849, between Great Salt Lake City and Kanesville, Iowa, bore the post
mark of California.

The California cancellation indicated the post

office was a temporary measure to relieve the postal congestion created
by the flow of mail into the valley and by mail going to the California
21
gold fields.
The establishment of a post office in Salt Lake City was not an
act of the Postal department or the Federal government to aid the
Mormons.

The Yast number of Saints and converts migrating to the valley

resulted in many letters seeking information about the area thereby
placing a burden on the established post offices.

The creation of a

postal outlet at Salt Lake City was a method of expediting the mail
service to and from the region.
In addition to establishing the post office, the United States
government connnissioned and sent the Stanbury expedition to the valley.
The fllllction of the expedition was to survey routes to and from the

21.

A. R. Mortensen• "A Pioneer Paper Mirrors the Breakup of Isolation
in the Great Basin." Utah Historical ~arte:tly, :X:X::1:77-99, p. 78.
Harold Schindler 1 "Utah's First Post Ofice and Post Master."
Utah Historical Quarterly, XXX:4:347-351, pp. 347-351.
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valley as well as to survey the Great Salt Lake for possible navigation
and transportation of supplies.

The expedition remained in the valley

during the winter of 1849-1850. 22
The Mannon leaders added to the morale of the Saints by establishing
the practice of "Pioneer Days." The first celebration was held on July
24, 1849, honoring the second anniversary of the initial settlement of
the Great Basin area. 23
During the General Assembly's rule they were busy enacting laws and
ordinances to make the State of Deseret a functioning government.
first session of the legislative body was held on July 2, 1849.

The
The

motive behind the first session was to draw up a memorial to present to
the United States Congress to petition for either a State or Territorial
government.
the memorial.

Two Senators and three House members were appointed to draft
The House approved the petition on July 6, 1849, with the

Senate adding its approval three days later.

The General Assembly

elected Almon Babbitt and John M. Bernhisel to present the memorial to
the United States Congress.

With the approval of the memorial, the

first session came to an end. 24
The first regularly scheduled session of the law making body
according to the constitution of Deseret was to have been held on the
first Monday in December, 1849.

However, the ordinance specifying the

election procedure was passed by the General Assembly on November 12,

22.

Morgan, Salt Lake 1 pp. 224-225.

23.

Taylor 1

24.

Church of Jesus Christ, ~- cit., entry for July 8, 1849.
"State of Deseret," pp. 88-89.
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1849.

There is no available evidence to indicate a special session.
''

The General Assembly must have felt a need for an added session.

The

regular session started December 3, 1849 and lasted lllltil March, 1850.
Ordinances passed during the first session were; fonnation of a Supreme
Court as the basis of the judiciary system, establishment of a system
of collecting revenue for the state, placing a bollllty on wolves,
designating a road connnissioner and located roads, provided for collllty
recorders, created the surveyors general's office, and passed an
ordinance "prohibiting the sale of arms, annnllllition or spirituous
liquors to the Indians." These ordinances were in addition to those
previously mentioned; the development of a militia, the damming of the
Jordon and Cottonwood Rivers., the establishment of the University of
Deseret and the allocation of a safety building.
During the sunnner of 1850., an ordinance specifying the type of
goods to be taxed was passed by the General Assembly.

Even though the

General Assembly was not in session nor called into a special session,
this ordinance was passed by the Assembly on July 4, 1850.
On September 14, 1850, an ordinance providing for the incorporation

of the Perpetual Emigrating Company was approved.

This also occurred

prior to the regular scheduled term of the General Assembly.

The

purpose of the Perpetual Company was to provide fllllds for the aid of
those migrating to the valley who were impoverished.

Those receiving

assistance were required to pay back the loan either in labor or in
currency as soon as they were able.

The General Assembly felt there

were many worthy people who wanted to come to the valley and were not
able to do so without financial aid.

These people were to aid in the

development of the connnunity and add to the wealth of the area.

The
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ruling authority of the fund was the hierarchy of the church.

There

is no reference to difference between poor Saints or poor Gentiles.

It

seems lllllikely that the church would use the funds for the migration of
Gentiles.

The missionaries were converting many poor individuals to

the }1ormon faith who desired to move to the new Zion.
On December 2, 1850y Brigham Yollllg addressed the General Assembly

stating the United States Congress had passed an act to establish the
Territory of Utah but the official announcement had not been made to
the goveITlIIlent of Deseret.

Until the official proclamation reached

Deseret, the existing goveITITilent was to continue to govern the area.
From this point on, the goveTI1IDent of the State of Deseret began to
combine the functions of church and state.

The granting of water and

timber rights to individuals came during the second session.

It seems

the General Assembly was attempting to give the connnllllity some type of
unifonnity until the new government came into existence.

In order to do

this, it became necessary to give the church some authority and to grant
certain individual monopolies so the economy and welfare of the connnunity
could be directed by one or a group of men.

In this instance, it was

the church leaders who exercised this prerogative.

They also granted

a monopoly to five men for the purpose of establishing a stage route
from Salt Lake City to other connnunities in the West.
The State of Deseret did combine church and state functions when
it passed an ordinance on February 7, 1851, for establishing and
regulating Estray Pounds.

The funds derived from the sale of stray

animals were given to the Perpetual Emigrating Company for the use to the
poor.

This became a major issue with the non-Mormons living in the area.

They felt the funds gathered from the sale should go to maintenance and
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construction of roads as the existing road system was in terrible
condition and in need of repairs. 25 The final act was granting
incorporation rights to the church.

This was an attempt to encourage

the growth in membership and economic well-being of the church.
Even though the State of Deseret appeared to over-extend its
jurisdiction it did continue to rule and adopt ordinances which were
in the interest of the corrmnnity.

The General Assembly adopted a state

tax based on property value and property improvement, and also established
a road tax in an effort to improve the conditions of the roadways.

The

Connty and Probate Courts were created to carry out the judicial system
of the State.

The Assembly adopted a Criminal Code which defined and

established penalties for crimes.

It regulated the practice of medicine

by making those administering drugs guilty of manslaughter should the
patient expire.

This part of the Criminal Code seems to refer more to

those who were practicing medicine without a license.than to medical
doctors.

It seemed to be an enactment to help airb the high.death rate

in the valley.

The code defined swearing or using the name of Jesus

Christ profanely as criminal.
on adultery.

Another aspect of the Code was the section

The penalty for adultery was imprisonment for five years of

hard labor and a five thousand dollar fine.

The section does not define

the method of detection or if both parties involved were guilty, whether
the penalty applied equally.

Nevertheless, the penalty for corrmitting

adultery appeared sufficient to discourage any extra-marital sexual
activity.

25.

Morgan, "State of Deseret," p. 110.
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Other ordinances passed by the General Assembly involved the
regulation of stray animals, inclosures and trespassing on private
property, construction of a state house, regulation of alcoholic
beverages, the outlawing of gambling and finally :1 the ordinance
concerned with those who did not provide for themselves.

These

ordinances passed by the State of Deseret dictated the way of life
under the new government.

GfAPTER FIVE

QUEST FOR STATEHOOD

Delegates Almon Babbitt and John Milton Bemhisel presented the
Monnon memorial to the United States Congress in the sunnner of 1849. 1
This was the Monnon's second attempt to secure a government.

Earlier

the High Council had authorized Willard Richards to write a memorial
to the United States Congress requesting a territorial fonn of government.

The memorial was drafted in December, 1848,. and sent to Congress

in May, 1849, with 2,270 signatures. 2 This effort failed due to
Congressional inaction and the General Assembly was left to fill the
needs of a government in the Great Salt Lake Valley.
The new memorial presented by Babbitt and Bemhisel offered several
reasons for instituting the new government.

The main reason was the

need for a government in the area ceded to the United States from
Mexico, a need the United States Congress had not fulfilled.

The

memorial also argued that prior to the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo the
Mexican government had not provided for a government or for protection
of the settlers in the area.

Another problem arose from the gold rush

which had brought men into the valley who were anned, considered
dangerous and very disorderly.

Some type of authority was needed to

control this faction of the gold rush migration.

According to the

memorial, the power of the new government was best vested in the people
who could judge the type of achninistration needed for their area.

The

Deseret government was only a temporary measure designed to fulfill the
1.

Dale L. Morgan, "The State of Deseret." Utah Historical Quarterly,
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need for law and order and to suffice until Congress provided the
legitimate regime. 3
The United States Congress was split over the fonn of goveTillilent
they wanted to institute in the area.

By the treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo the United States had acquired the present day states of
California, Nevada and Utah and portions of Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona
and New Mexico.

The disagreement in Congress was not over the slavery

question but the conviction that American expansion was not to stop
with the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, but should continue westward
beyond the Pacific Ocean, North into Canada and South into Mexico.
Slavery merely became one problem of future expansion.4 The northern
interest consented to let Mexican law, which prohibited slavery,
dominate the newly acquired region.

The southern element of Congress

disagreed and argued that the newly acquired area was under the
Constitution and since the constitution guaranteed property, slavery
as property, was to be allowed. 5 The area could not be organized into
territories or states until the sectional conflict was settled.

This

difference was the biggest obstacle facing the delegation from the
State of Deseret.

3.

United States Senate, Territorial Papers of the United Stat~s
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Another obstacle to the Monnons was the petition of other areas
desiring territorial or statehood status.

These crune from California,

New Mexico, which included Arizona, and the petition by the Republic
of Jacinto as well as the State of Deseret.

Jacinto was a portion of

Texas which sought to break away from the fonner Republic.

This right

had been given to Texas when they were granted statehood in 1845 7 but
Jacinto had to have the approval of Congress and of Texas before
forming their own state. 6
The debate over the seating of the Deseret delegate, Almon Babbitt,
was another large obstacle to Deseret's hopes.

Those opposed to the

seating of Babbitt argued that the memorial presented to Congress did
not call for representation until the United States Congress had
awarded some type of government to the area.

The seating of Babbitt

would be an indication of Congressional recognition of the legal
existence of Deseret which further meant acknowledging boundaries
that included portions of both California and Oregon within Deseret. 7
California wanted statehood in her own right while Oregon had been
granted territorial status earlier.
Those in favor of seating the Deseret delegate argued that
admission was in accordance with the Federal constitution, the delegate
would represent the people and supply Congress with the infonnation
required to enact legislation, and that seating Babbitt would not

6.

United States Congress 7 Congressional Globe, Thirty-First Congress,
First Session, December 4, 1849 - May 15, 1850, XX:I:1, p. 166,
Senator Foote's remarks, pp. 211-212.

7.

Creer 7
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cornpel Congress to recognize the government. 8 The debate over the
seating of Babbitt was referred to the Connnittee on Elections for
further action.

The connnittee later reported to the House that it was

"inexpedient to admit Almon W. Babbitt to a seat in this body as a
delegate from the alleged State of Deseret. 119 With the reconnnendation
from the elections connnittee, Almon Babbitt was not seated and the
hopes of statehood for Deseret diminished.
In addition private groups wrote to Congress complaining of
adverse actions taken by the Monnons against these groups.

Mr.

Underwood of Kentucky read to the House from a newspaper account
charging that the Monnons had imposed an unnecessary tax on goods
imported into the valley of Salt Lake.

Mr. Babbitt defended the

Monnon position by stating that the duty was being imposed on goods
sold in Salt Lake by Monnons and not on goods in transient or for
goods transported for personal use.
were used for government expense.
money to support the government.

The ftmds derived from the goods
This was a method necessary to raise

His defense was relayed to Congress

by Senator Stephen Douglas from Illinois.

Mr. Underwood also stated he

had read that two Indian agents had been tried for driving the Mormons
from Missouri.

According to the newspaper account they were cleared

of this acrusation. 10
On February 22, 1850, Congress received a petition from the

citizens of Shelboure, Illinois, asking the legislative body to provide

8.

Creer, ~- cit., p. 77.

:Morgan, "State of Deseret," p. 122.

9.

Ibid., p. 77.

10.

Congressional Globe,~- cit., p. 92.
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protection for individuals traveling through the Salt Lake Valley.

They

contended that travelers were afraid of going near the valley for fear
of attack.

The petition was presented to Congress by Mr. Wentworth of

Illinois and referred to the Connnittee of Military Affairs for advice.
TI1e recommendations of the connnittee were not presented to Congress and
action was not taken in this matter. 11
Congress received a second memorial of grievances against the
Mormons on March 14, 1850.

This group accused the Mormons living in the

vicinity of Council Bluffs of controlling the post office and obstructing
the free flow of news media.

This memorial was referred to the Post

Office Corrnnittee for recommendations~ but no recorrnnendations were issued
by the corrnnittee. 12 Even though neither connnittee issued recorrnnendations,
the damage to the Mormon cause was accomplished.

The presentation of

grievances to Congress had influenced the body in some degree against
the Mormons.
Joseph Smith's son, William, aided the anti-statehood cause.
William Smith had broken away from the main group of Mormons during the
struggle for church leadership following Joseph Smith's death.

The small

group that followed the doctrine of William Smith migrated to Kentucky.
In Kentucky~ the group attempted to gain the status and prestige of the
original group.

Their major reform was the abolishment of polygamy.

When word was received in Kentucky that the Salt Lake Monnons were
petitioning for statehood, the Kentucky group responded by sending a

11.

Ibid., p. 77.

12.

Creer, lac. cit., quoted from Congressional Globe, XXI, p. 524. I
did notnnd any evidence of action taken by either the Military
Affairs or the Post Office Connnittee.
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letter to Congress voicing their disapproval of the groups' wishes.
This letter was presented to Congress by Mr. Underwood.

The Kentucky

MoI1110ns urged Congress to provide for some other type of government
rather than Deseret since the state was not in the best interest of the
nation.

TI1ey pictured the Salt Lake Mormons as opposed to the principles

of virtue, liberty, equality and democracy.

William Smith complained

that Brigham Yomg had carried on a system of robbery against Joseph
Smith's wife, PJnrna, in order to gain the leadership of the church.

The

leaders of the church were accused of teaching and practicing polygamy,
of robbery, murder, treason, adultery, fornication and countless other
crimes.

Brigham Young, according to the letter, had issued orders that

those who did not follow or obey his commands would be circumcised at
the neck.

The letter was signed by William Smith and Isaac Sheen as

the legitimate Presidents of the church.

Action on this letter was
referred to the Comnittee on Territories. 13
Despite the many obstacles, the memorial was presented to Congress
by Senator Douglas.

fuuglas urged the Congressional body to refer to

the memorial as an application for statehood.

However, should Congress

decide against statehood, then the memorial would be an application for
a territorial government. 14 The Senator's efforts were in vain.
The Senator's efforts were in vain due to the unsettled question of
slavery.

The Mormons were familiar with the slavery issue having

encountered it in Missouri and also in the Great Basin as practiced by

13.
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the Indians. 15 Three members of the early arrivals in the Great Basin
were black.

The 1850 census reported twenty-four free Negroes and
twenty-six Negro slaves in the Salt Lake Valley. 16 The biggest debate
caine because the C.Onstitution of Deseret neither provided for nor

prohibited slavery.

A large majority of both houses felt that slavery

could not exist in the Territory of Deseret without the sanction of law
which was yet to be enacted. 17 The debate over slavery continued and
the Monnon hopes dwindled in their quest for statehood.
Senator Henry S. Foote from Mississippi moved that a committee of
thirteen members be selected with the fllllction of arriving at a
compromise to settle the territorial question.

Senator Henry Clay,

Kentucky, had earlier proposed resolutions to fonn a compromise to
settle the difference between slave and free.

Clay's and Foote's

resolutions were welcomed by the divided Senate.
The divided Senate also reflected the mood of the nation.

During

the 1840's, the Republic had seen two Presidential campaigns, war with
Mexico, threats, fear, defiance, anger, resentment and very little
peace.

There was also a great concern within the new nation that it
might collapse should the goveTilJil.ent not resolve its problems. 18
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When Clay presented the connnittee's compromise package to the
Senate, Senator John C. Calhoun from South Carolina arose from his
sick bed to speak against the corrnnittee's proposals. 19 Speaking for
Clay and against Calhoun was Daniel Webster, Senator from "Massachusetts.
He spoke for the preservation of the Union as a concerned citizen. 20
The debate continued.

The aging Clay, tired and ill, relinquished his

leadership and left the Senate to get some rest.
over for Clay's compromise.

Senator Douglas took

Under Douglas' leadership, the Democrats

split Clay's proposed compromise into seven bills.

However, it was

not until Senator Calhoun had died that Clay's package appeared
feasible.

Calhoun's death along with President Taylor's death was a

blow to those against Clay's proposal.

Their deaths added to the

feasibility of the package by eliminating the forces against Clay.
proposal started to gain sufficient votes to become law.

The

It became the

Compromise of 1850.
The seven articles reconnnended to Congress by those advocating
the Compromise measure as a means to solving the deadlock in the
Legislative body were:
postponed.

1.

Any new states formed from Texas were

Future areas seeking independence from Texas were to have

an agreement with Texas prior to their appeal to Congress;
nia was to be admitted as a free state;

3.

2.

Califor-

New Mexico and Deseret

were to have a territorial government compromising all of the land
received from Mexico and not included in California;
measures, 2 and 3, were to be included into one bill;

19.

Ibid., p. 27.

20.

Stampp, ~- cit., p. 292.

4.
5.

The last two
The north
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and western boundary of Texas was to be defined along with the
jurisdiction over New Mexico;

6.

was to be enacted and finally;
the District of CollDribia. 21

7.

An

effective fugitive slave law

Slave trade was prohibited in

The great point of the Compromise of 1850 was the Northern
surrender of the Wilmot Proviso.

The Wilmot Proviso had been intro-

duced to Congress as a measure of resolving the slave question in the
areas acquired from Mexico by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.

The

Proviso, introduced by David Wilmot, Pennsylvania, prohibited slavery
and involuntary servitude in those areas. 22 With the compromise, the
Southerners also gave up their concept that citizens could transport
or institute slavery anywhere in the United States as a constitutional
right.

The compromise appeared to have regained the security and

stability of the new republic, but it was merely the "calm before the
storrn. 1123
The compromise measures were later incorporated into what became
known as the Orrmibus Bill.

These measures, as far as the Mormon

desires were concerned, solved the deadlock between the North and the
South.

On September 7, 1850, the House passed the Orrmibus Bill

creating the Territory of Utah by a ninety-seven to eighty-five vote.
The Senate added its approval on September 9 by a vote count of thirtyone to ten.

President Millard Fillmore signed the measure into law

21.

Creer,~- cit., p. 83.

22.
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23.
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the same day. 24 Deseret was to have a government.

In this sense the

Monron delegation became successful in their mission.

However,

efforts to preserve the State· of Deseret were in vain.
The Omnibus Bill provided for the area to apply for statehood with
or without slavery as prescribed by the constitution of the state at
the time of admission.

Instead of using the name Deseret, the area was

named the Territory of Utah, probably due to the wishes of Senator
Thomas Benton, Missouri, who had been an enemy of the Monnon cause.
Another restriction on the Monnon request was the reduction of the
size of the territory.

The 42 parallel created the northern boundary

and the 37 parallel composed the southern boundary nmning from the
Sierra Nevada's to the Rocky Mountains.

The United States government

retained the option of reducing or increasing the size of the territory,
reserving sections sixteen and thirty-six of each townships for
schools, approving all laws by Congressional action and appointing all
officers to the territory. 25 With the exception of the provision of
slavery in the Act, the policy followed the pattern of establishing
governments for territories as set forth in the Ordinance of 1787.
With the Act creating the Territory of Utah, the delegates from
the defunct State of Deseret turned their energies to other areas of
interest.

They were concerned over who were to be named as officers

for the territory and the task of appropriating funds from Congress in

24.

John M. Bernhisel., Letter to Brigham Young, September 12, 1850.
Morgan, "State of Deseret ," p. 125.

25.

Ibid., p. 125. Francis Newton Thorpe, Federal and State
Constitutions (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office,
1909), Volume 6, p. 3687 ff.
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order to establish a library in the Territory.

John M. Bernhisel

submitted the following names as officers for the area; Brigham Young,
Governor; Willard Richards, Secretary; Zerubabbel Snow, Chief Justice;
Heber C. Kimball and Newel K. Whitney, associate justice; Seth Blair,
attorney general and Joseph L. Herwood as Marshall. 26 The Mormons were
successful in having Brigham Young appointed Governor and Superintendent
of Indian Affairs, Zerubabbel Snow as an associate justic, Seth Blair
as attorney and Joseph Heywood as Marshall.

The other positions were

filled by non-Mormons living outside the Great Basin area.

They were

B. D. Harris, secretary; Lemuel G. Brandebury, Chief Justice and Perry
Brocchus as the second associate justice. 27
All of the necessary legal requirements were concluded in bringing
a government to the Great Basin area.
of implementation.

The problem now became a matter

Some of the officers appointed to serve could not

arrive immediately due to the modes of transportation and the distance
involved to the Great Basin.

The General Assembly therefore continued

to govern the area enacting ordinances for the betterment of the
connnunity and in some cases for the betterment of the church.
The Provisional State of Deseret connnenced its slow dissolution
when Brigham Young was sworn in as Governor of the Territory of Utah,
February 3, 1851.

On February 10, the General Assembly in a show of

good relations resolved to send a block of marble to Washington to be
used in the building of the monument honoring George Washington.

26.

John M. Bernhisel, Letter to Brigham Young, September 12, 1850.

27.
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Brigham Yolillg addressed the Assembly on March 26, 1851, urging them to
start procedures of adjouITIIllent and to dissolve the State of Deseret.
In a joint session, March 28, 1851, the Assembly resolved to accept the
act creating the Territory of Utah.

They also resolved to welcome the

constitution of the United States and urged all officers of the State
of Deseret to furnish all data and documents to the territorial officers
to insure a smooth transition of goveTI1IDents.

The Un.ion Square was

voted as the area to be used for public buildings necessary to conduct
affairs of goveITIIllent and the Cotmcil House which was used as the headquarters for the State of Deseret was returned to the church.

The final

action was the dissolution of the General Assembly of the State of
Deseret.

This came on April 5, 1851, when the General Assembly voted

to dissolve and tenninate the State of Deseret. 28 The State of Deseret
came to an end.

28.

Morgan, "State of Deseret," pp. 110-113.

CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

The growth of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
from Joseph Smith's supposed revelation to the granting of territorial
status was dramatic.

The initial growth of the church must be credited

to the leadership of Joseph Smith and the extreme faith placed by
individual Saints on the Book of Monnon and the church which combined
to provide immeasurable support to the organization.

The Saints

prospered in the midwest areas of Kirtland, Ohio, Missouri, and in
Nauvoo, Illinois, and continued to do so in the Salt Lake Valley.

Even

with the death of their leader, the church continued to function.
Joseph Smith had succeeded in establishing a church whose development
would not be retarded nor cease should its leadership tenninate.

After

the assassination of Joseph Smith, Brigham Young took over the leadership
of the church, kept the majority of the congregation together, moved the
organization to the west, and established it in an area that was
considered uninhabitable.

All of the Monnon achievements from the time

of Joseph Smith's death to the end of the State of Deseret must in part
be attributed to the leadership of Brigham Young.

Joseph Smith was the

designer or architect while Brigham Young was the engineer or carpenter. 1
The Monnons had moved into an area that probably would not have been
settled for a munber of years , thereby hastening the pace of western
expansion and settlement.
The early government of the Salt Lake Valley was vested in the High
Council.

Through the urging of Brigham Young, the early arrivals

selected the High Council as the legislative, executive and judicial

1.

Lowry Nelson, The Monnon Village (Salt Lake City, University of Utah
Press , 1952, p. 46.
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authority.

From late 1847, to March, 1849, the High Council initiated

the laws and ordinances essential to the preservation of the newly
established settlements.

This was the time period when the Saints

experienced the greatest hardships.

The settlers had had a series of

struggles going back to Kirtland, Ohio.

Three severe winters, Nauvoo

in 1846, the winter in Iowa, and the first winter in Utah, had been
extremely hard on the Saints.

Any single factor was a sufficient

reason to give up the religious cause.

Even the early frost in June

of 1848 and the avalanche of crickets were satisfactory reasons to
return to a more settled area.

The faith of the Mormons and the rule

of the High Council kept the majority of the settlers together and
working towards a conmen goal.
The goveTilJilent initiated by the High Council was typical and
atypical of the western pattern.

It was typical in that it was similar

to the meetings held in the Willamette Valley of Oregon prior to
acquisition by the United States.

These meetings were held with hopes

of forcing the .American goveTilIIlent to intervene in favor of the majority
of the settlers and against the British. 2
The High Council's goveTilIIlent was also similar to the magistrate
type of goveTilJilent established by the mining camps of California prior
to statehood.

The mining frontier established a law enforcement by
electing a magistrate which became popular law or lynch law. 3 Even
though this was not the .American concept of a goveTilIIlent, the establishing
2.

Ray Billington, The Far Western Frontier 1830-1860 (New York,
Harper and Row, 1956J,p. 114.
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of a government was an .American tradition.

The High Council also fit

the traditional pattern by establishing a government in an area where
authority did not exist.

The combination of selecting a church organ-

ization as the civil government, as did the Monnons, however, was not
in the .American pattern or tradition.

The legislation of the High

Council was an attempt to preserve the peace of the coTIIIlunity and to
foster the prosperity of the settlement.

During the tenn of the High

Council there appears to be no evidence of the Council passing legislation to foster the church or to combine the church and state into one
institution.

The foundation for a stable government was provided by

the High Council.

Had the High Council been higher on the hierarchy of

the church's structure, they possibly would have continued to govern
for a longer period of time.
Stability and progress in the valley IIRlSt be credited to the
High Council.
church.

Its function was to promote the settlement and not the

The High Council did contribute to its own downfall by

achieving some prosperity in the valley.

The prosperity led to

expansion and because of limited jurisdiction the High Council ceased
exercising effective control.

The expansion coupled with the ntnnerous

miners traveling through the area brought a need for a centralized
government.

This need was not iTIIIlediately recognized by Congress so

it fell upon the settlers to fonn their own government.
This government became the State of Deseret.

It was not the first

nor was it the last government created within the territorial limits of
the United States.
fervor.

Nor was it the only government created by religious

The settlers in the Willamette Valley were there to christianize

the Indians.

Eventsoccuring in the area made it feasible for the
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Methodists to adopt a government hoping to exclude the British and the
French settlers and make them conform to their standards.
The State of Franklin in western North Carolina was also formed
because the area was too far removed from the center of authority.

In

order to have some type of government, the settlers first formed the
Watauga Association.

This association established the government and

fulfilled the need for authority.

After the American Revolution the

settlers llllder the direction of John Sevier formed the State of Franklin
from the earlier Watauga Association.

The State of Franklin provided

for government but their dreams of autonomy were in vain as C.ongress did
not recognize the State. 4
Other areas followed the pattern established by the Monnons by
forming governments of their own.

One of these was California.

became tired of waiting for Congress to establish a government.

They
To fill

the void they held a constitutional convention of their own in Monterey
and had the government functioning by October, 1849. 5 New Mexico also
adopted a government of their own by May, 1850 , again due to Congressional
inaction. 6
The constitution of the State of Deseret appears to conform with
American governmental concepts of that time period.

The arguments used

in Congress against the Mormon document were that the document did not

4.

Esmond Wright, Fabric of Freedom 1763-1800 (New York, Hill and Wang,
1961), pp. 162-163.
----

5.

Leland H. Creer, Utah and the Nation (Seattle, Washington, University
of Washington Press , 1929) ;-p. 80.

6.

Kenneth M. Stampp, "Expansion and Sectional Crisis." The National
Edlerience (New York, Harcourt, Brace and World Inc., 1968), second
e ition, edited by John M. Blum, p. 190.
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provide for slavery nor did it exclude it.

The slavery matter was

omitted so that neither element of Congress knew where the Mormons
stood on the issue.

Another argument was that the Mormon constitution

originated in Deseret and not from Congressional legislation.
would have been an infringement of Congressional powers.
by Congress was valid.

This

This argument

However, since Congress did not exercise their

rightful powers it seems clear that the Mormons were also right in
forming their own government.

It appears that this was the best way to

get Congress to move and grant them a government.
Another factor against the Mormons in their quest for statehood was
their religious beliefs.

The religion was new and many thought of the

members as fanatics dedicated to a creed most of America believed to be
either vicious or mad. 7
Despite these criticisms of the constitution of Deseret, the
document had many provisions that had some merit.

It was an attempt by

the settlers to bring a government into an area that was in need of
authority.

In order to understand the document, it IIR1st be examined

in its entirety.

By examining parts of the constitution we only see

part of the overall picture.

Phrases such as "free, white," or

"independent government" do not give true meaning to the document.

The

reader will not understand the Monnon government by examining parts of
the constitution.

7.

Wallace Stegner, Mormon Country (New York, Duell, Sloan and Peare,
1942), p. 94.
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An outstanding feature of the constitution was the guarantee of

religious freedom to those residing within the state. 8 The framers of
the document were concerned with providing a govennnent equal to all
and not a govennnent that would benefit their religious sect.

At this

particular time there were some non-Monnons in and aromd the valley
and they were treated as equal citizens by the Monnons.
equals in a religious sense but as equals in govennnent.

Perhaps not as
If the Monnons

and the Mannon church wanted to gain independence it seems mlikely they
would have petitioned Congress for statehood.

Had the Mormons wanted a

theocracy, it appears likely that this would have been the ideal time
to create such a govennnent.

Most of the hate exerted against the

Monnons for past events occurred in Ohio, Missouri and Illinois.

It

was not a current trend but a continuation from previous years that was
to continue with the Know-Nothing political party of the 1850's. 9 Also,
the success of the Monnons , especially in the valley, made many jealous.
For this reason the persecution of the Monnons continued.

The reasons

were due to the origin of the church and its independence, the frontier
religion, its alliance to God first and their success in being a cohesive
group and increasing their numbers through the missionary system. 10
The provisional State of Deseret did serve a useful purpose in the
History of Utah.

During its short life span, the govennnent created new

8.

Klaus J. Hansen, Quest for ~ (Ann Arbor, Michigan, Michigan
State University Press, 196'7T;p. 68.

9.

Roy F. Nichols, The Stakes of Power 1845-1877 (New York, Hill and
Wang, 1961), pp. ~-57, 80.-- --

10.

Frank Hernrm Jonas, ''Utah: Sagebrush Democracy." Rocky Mountain
Politics, Thomas C. Donnelly, editor (Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Un1vers1ty of New Mexico Press, 1940), pp. 11-12
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settlements, established new industries, started a school system that
became the basis for the state's educational system and by the
reorganization of the Nauvoo Legion, kept Indian uprisings at a
minimtm1. 11 The biggest contribution of the State of Deseret, overlooked
by many is that the goveTillllent instituted by the Mormons kept the
members in the valley, which aided the growth of the area.

fue to the

isolation and its desolate nature, the area would have been bypassed
for more ideal areas.
Basin.

The Mormons did foster the growth of the Great

However, as much credit as we can bestow upon the church and

its members for setting in this remote area it must be remembered that
it would have been doubtful whether other groups could have accomplished
the feat in the short period of time.

It would have been doubtful for

this particular time period.
The Mormon concept of keeping the natural resources of the area as
connnunity property for comrrn.mity use was the basis of the laws governing
the use of the natural resources of the West.

Most of the western

settlements were not concerned with the preservation of the natural
resources and they were soon used up.

The Mormons kept the resources

available to all users and also kept monopolies from dominating the
natural resources.
The Mormons had brought with them from the Midwest a tradition for
social organization. 12 The social organization made the Mormon group
a cohesive group which was due to their belief of God and their drive

11. William E. Berrett, The Restored Church (Salt Lake City, Deseret
Book Co., 1964), tweifth edition, p. 294.
12.

Dale L. Morgan, "The State of Deseret." Utah Historical Quarterly,
8:2,3,4:65-239, p. 68.
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to become as good as God. 13
group prospered.

It was through this cohesiveness that the

From the social organization the Mormons became

atypical of the frontier.

They had conservative and traditional values
and their beliefs made them emphasize conformity. 14
However, the fonnation of the State of Deseret disproves the point
that they were completely atypical.

Almost all frontier settlements

established some type of govennnent to live under.
same.

The Monnons did the

The biggest difference between the Monnons and other frontier

settlements was that the Mormons moved to the West to escape persecution.
Some individuals moved to the west to avoid persecution but these
were individuals avoiding arrest for some deed they had coillilitted that
violated the law.

Others came west to seek fortunes either in natural

resources or in land.
west had to offer.

All of these individuals were seeking what the

In this view, the Mormons were the same, typical of

the frontier, seeking peace and tranquility.

The conformity became a

necessity for individual survival and to the survival of the· ·church
mainly due to the area they settled.
With the creation of the Territory of Utah in the Orrmibus Bill of
1850, the Mormons were granted their desires.

They had set out to

petition Congress for a govennnent and since Congress had not taken the
initiative the Monnon citizenry had filled the void.

The change of name

from Deseret to Utah was not a rejection of Mormon hopes but instead it
became an act of compromise by Congress.

Since the Congress of the

13.

Nelson,~- cit., p. 48-50.

14.

Martin Ridge, ''Why They Went West." .American West, I:3-45, p. 45.
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United States was split over national issues that made the republic very
shaky it became imperative to change the name and avoid another
confrontation between sectors over church and state.

The Mormons had

been unsuccessful in gaining statehood but successful in forcing Congress
to recognize their needs and provide them with a government.
The biggest debate in Congress was over the disposition of
California.

Utah and New Mexico were bypassed in importance.

had a greater importance.
reached the West Coast.

California

The new republic of the United States had
The entire area from the 42 parallel to the

southern border of California now belonged to the United States.

It

became important to have a strong government on the coast so that the
ties could hold together the vast republic.

Utah and New Mexico were

in the middle and they would be able to conform once the split in

Congress was settled.
By 1850, the settlers of the Great Basin had achieved tremendous
results in view of the hardships encountered.
increased to 11,380.

The population had

There were a total of 926 farms having a combined

acreage of 590,400 acres and livestock totaled 2,429 horses, 7,350
cattle, 4,861 milking cows, 914 hogs and 3,262 sheep.

Salt Lake City

had 14 manufacturing establishments employing 52 production workers.15
Since the settlers were engaged in agriculture as the primary industry,
the 24 manufacturing establishments and the 51 employees represented a
good start towards a diversified economy.

The 1849 farm yield was

9,899 bushels of com, 10,900 bushels of oats, 1,799 bushels of barley,

15.

Bureau of Economic and Business Research, 1969 Statistical Abstract
of Utah (Salt.Lake City, University of UtanPress, 1969), pp. 6, 9,
98, 173 and 179.
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107,702 bushels of wheat, 210 bushels of rye and 43,968 bushels of
potatoes. 16 William I. Appelby reports in his journal that Salt Lake
City was composed of approximately six hundred homes, some scattered
in the valley, a "splendid stone Council House," a State House and a
mint employing one or two most of the time. 17 The Monnons converted
the area from a desert to a productive land through hard work and self
detennination.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints became the most
important single group in colonizing the inter-mountain West settling
not only the Great Basin of Utah but also Eastern Nevada, the Snake
River Plateau of Idaho and portions of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado
and Wyoming. 18
This achievement was two-fold, Brigham Young's leadership and the
faith of his followers in the new religion and in Young himself.

"The

greater the prestige of the leader, the greater the unification of the
group.

Or the greater the unification of the group the more intense is

the polarization aromd the leader. 1119 Regardless of the leader, the

16.

Bureau of Economic and Business Research, A Statistical .Abstract of
Utah's Economy 1964 (Salt Lake City, University·of Utah's Press, 1964), pp. 140~141. Potatoes were measured in bushels until 1910.
After 1910 the measurements were conducted in pomds.

17.

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Salt Lake Stake (Salt
Lake City, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints), taken from
the diary of William I. Appelby.

18.

Rodman W. Paul, "The Monnons as a Theme in Western Historical
Writing." The Journal of American History LIV (December 1967),
3:511-523, p. 512.

19.

Nelson, ~- cit., p. 41.
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group was unified and it was this unification that brought them success
and achievement in their quest for freedom from persecution.
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APPENDIX A
ROUTE OF 1HE MORMONS AND MORMON BATTALION
The map shows the route of the Mormons from Iowa to the
Salt Lake Valley and the route of the Mormon Battalion
during the :Mexican war .
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APPENDIX B
ORDINANCES OF THE HIGH COUNCIL
Great Salt Lake City, Dec. 27, 1847
We the High Council of the Great Salt Lake City, in the absence of
any organized jurisdiction of any Territory, for the peace, welfare and
good order of our connnunity, proceed to enact the following laws, for
the government and regulation of the inhabitants of this city and valley
for the time being, subject to the approval of the people.
Ordinance 1st, Concerning Vagrants
Whereas it is of the utmost importance that every man in our
connnunity use the utmost exertion to cultivate the earth in order to
sustain himself or family in a new location, so far from supplies,
therefore should any person or persons be convicted, before any acting
judge or judges acknowledged by the people of said City and Valley of
idling away his or her time, or neglecting in any manner to use the
necessary exertions for the above purposes, it shall be the duty of
said judge or judges to appoint two or more trustees, whose duty it shall
be to take d1arge of all the property of the person or persons thus
convicted, or such portion of the same as the judge or judges may deem
necessary, and to hold the same in security for the support of himself
or family or those depending upon his labors, to be held at the discretion of the judge or judges. And it shall be the further duty of said
Trustees to take into custody the person or persons thus convicted and
to cause them to be industriously employed, the proceeds of which employment shall be held and applied in the same manner and for the same
purpose as the property before mentioned. And be it further ordained,
that the Trustees be paid a reasonable canpensation for their trouble
out of the property taken from, or labor done by any person or persons
convicted under this Ordinance.
Ordinance 2nd, Concerning disorderly or dangerous
persons and disturber of the peace.
Any person convicted of violence on person or property, threatening,
or riot, shall be sentenced to receive a certain number of lashes on the
bare back, not exceeding 39, or be fined in any sum not less than five
dollars, nor exceeding five hundred dollars, and shall give security for
his good behavior, at the discretion of the judge or judges.
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Ordinance 3rd, Concerning Adultery and Fornication.
Any person or persons convicted of the crime of Adultery or
Fornication, shall be sentenced to receive a certain number of lashes
on the bare back, not exceeding. 39 , and be fined in a sum not exceeding
one thousand dollars, at the discretion of the judge or judges.
Ordinance 4th, Concerning Stealing, Robbing
Housebreaking or maliciously causing
the destruction by fire of any property
Any person or persons convicted of any of said crimes shall be
sentenced to receive a number of lashes on the bare back, not exceeding
39, and to restore four fold, and to give security for their good
behavior in future at the discretion of the judge or judges.
Ordinance 5th, Concerning Drunkenness, and etc.
Any person or persons convicted of Drunkenness, Cursing, Swearing,
foul or indecent language, unnecessary firing of guns, within or about
the Forts, unusual noise or noises, or in any other way disturbing the
quiet or peace of the connnunity, shall be fined any sum not less than
25 dollars. The above Ordinances to take effect from and after the
first day of January, A. D., 1848.
Done in behalf of the High Council and
People of Great Salt Lake City

Great Salt Lake City, Jan. 25, 1848.
Ordinance 6th, Be it ordained, that no person is entitled to more
fuel than will last him to the first day of October, 1848, or to more
poles or timber than will answer for his present fencing or building,
unless by pennission of the Colfilcil, under penalty of a sum not less
than 5 nor exceeding 500 dollars, at the discretion of the judge or
judges.
Ordinance 7th. Be it ordained that no loose cattle, horses , mules,
or sheep, shall be pennitted to run upon the wheat land, or be driven on
the road passing through it; and that the Marshall, or any person he
deputizes, shall take up every animal thus trespassing; and that the
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owner of every animal thus taken shall pay twenty-five cents per head to
the person who takes them up, and two cents per head a day, for herding,
if they require to be herded; for the wheat lands and the roads through
it shall be kept clear of loose animals.
The above ordinances to take effect and be in full force, from and
after sunset of the 27th day of January, A. D., 1848.
Albert Carrington, clerk.

APPENDIX C
CONSTITIJTION
OF THE
STATE OF DESERET
PREAMBLE

Whereas a large number of Citizens of the United States, before
and since the Treaty of Peace with the Republic of Mexico, emigrated
to, and settled in that portion of the Territory of the United States,
lying west of the Rocky Mountains, and in the Great Interior Basin of
Upper California; and
Whereas, by reasori of said treaty, all civil organization,
originating from the Republic of Mexico became abrogated; and
Whereas, the Congress of the United States has failed to provide
a fonn of Civil Govenunent for the Territory so acquired, or any
portion thereof; and
Whereas, Civil Govenunent and Laws are necessary, for the security,
peace and prosperity of Society; and
Whereas, it is a ftmdamental principle in all Republican Govenunents,
that all political power is inherent in the People; and Govenunents
instituted for their protection, security and benefit, should emanate
from the same:
Therefore, your Connnittee beg leave to recommend the adoption of
the following ffiNSTITIJTION, until the Congress of the United States
shall otherwise provide for the Govenunent of the Territory hereinafter
named and described, by admitting us into the Union. WE THE PEOPLE,
Grateful to the SUPREME BEING for the blessings hitherto enjoyed, and
feeling our dependence on Him for a continuation of these blessings,
DO ORDAIN, AND ESTABLISH A FREE AND INDEPENDENT GOVERNMENT, by the name
of the STATE OF DESERET; including all the Territory of the United
·
States, within the following boundaries, to wit: Commencing at 33°,
North Latitude where it crosses the 108°, Longitude, west of Greenwich,
thence running South and West to the Northern boundary of Mexico, thence
West to, and down the Main Channel of the Gila River, (Or the Northern
line of Mexico,) and on the Northern boundary of Lower California to the
Pacific Ocean; thence along the Coast North Westerly to the 118°, 30'
of west Longitude; Thence North to where said line intersects the
dividing range of the Mountains, that separate the Waters flowing into
the Columbia River, from the Waters running into the Great Basin; thence
Easterly along the dividing range of Mountains that separate said waters
flowing into the Columbia river on the North, from the waters flowing
into the Great Basin on the South, to the surrnnit of the Wind River chain
of mountains; thence South East and South by the dividing range of
Mountains that separate the waters flowing into the Gulf of Mexico,
from the waters flowing into the Gulf of California, to the place of
BEGINNING; as set forth in a map drawn by Charles Preuss, and published
by order of the Senate of the United States, in 1848.
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ARTICLE 1
The powers of GoveTI1IDent of the State of Deseret shall be divided
into three distinct departments; Viz, Legislative, Exeaitive and
Judiciary.
ARTICLE 2.

OF 1HE LEGISLATIVE

Sec. 1. The Legislative authority of this State, shall be vested
in a General Assembly, consisting of a Senate and House of Representatives;
both to be elected by the people.
Sec. 2. The session of the General Assembly, shall be annual; and
the first Session be held on the first Monday of July next; and thereafter, on the first Monday of December; llllless the Governor of the
State shall convene the Assembly, in the interim, by Proclamation.
Sec. 3. The members of the House of Representatives shall be
chosen biennially, by the qualified Electors of their respective Districts,
on the 1st Monday in August; whose tenn of office shall continue two years
from the day of the General Election.
Sec. 4. No person shall be a member of the House of Representatives,
who has not attained the age of 25 years; the same to be a free, white,
male Citizen of the United States, and an Inhabitant of this State, one
year preceding the time of his Election, and a resident of the District
or Collllty 30 days next preceding his Election; and have at his Election,
an actual residence in the District he may be chosen to represent.
Sec. 5. Senators shall be chosen for the tenn of four years, at the
same time and place of Representatives; they shall be thirty years of age,
and possess the qualifications of Representatives, as to residence and
Citizenship.
Sec. 6. The number of Senators shall not be less than one third,
nor more than one half of the Representatives; and, at the first session
of the General Assembly, after this Constitution takes effect, the
Senate shall be divided by lot, as equally as may be, into two classes;
the Seats of the Senators of the first class, shall be vacated at the
expiration of two years , so that one half of the Senate shall be
elected biennially.
Sec. 7. Each house shall choose its own officers; and judge of the
qualification, election, and return of its own members; and contested
elections shall be detennined in such manner as shall hereafter be
directed by law.
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Sec. 8. A majority, in each house, shall constitute a quorum to
do business; but a smaller number may adjourn from day to day and
compel the attendance of absent members, in such manner, and under
such penalty, as each house may provide.
Sec. 9. Each house shall have all powers necessary for a Branch
of the General Assembly, of a free and independent Government.
Sec. 10. Each member of the Assembly shall be privileged from
civil arrest, during any Session, and in going to, and returning from
the same.
Sec. 11. Neither house shall, without the consent of the other,
adjourn for more than three days; nor to any other place, than that in
which they may be sitting.
Sec. 12. The Assembly shall, at its first Session, provide for an
enumeration of the white Inhabitants, and an apportionment for the
Senators and Representatives.
Sec. 13. Each member of the Assembly shall take an oath or
affirmation to support the Constitution of the United States, and of
this State; and members shall, and are hereby empowered to administer
said oath, or affirmation, to each other.
Sec. 14. The Veto power of the Governor, shall be allowed by the
Assembly, except on bills, which, when reconsidered, shall be again
passed by a majority of two thirds of those present; and any bill
vetoed by the Governor, shall be returned within ten days, (Sundays
excepted,) with his objections; otherwise it shall become a law; unless
the Assembly, by adjournment, prevent its return.
Sec. 15. Every law passed by the Assembly, shall take effect from
and after due publication by Authority.
Sec. 16. The voters of this State, may elect, at the first
Election, not exceeding 17 Senators, and 35 Representatives.
ARTICLE 3.

OF 1HE EXEaITIVE

Sec. 1. The Executive power shall be vested in a Governor, who
shall hold his office for four years. A Lieutenant Governor shall be
elected at the same time, and for the same term, who shall be the
President of the Senate.
Sec. 2. No person shall be eligible to the office of Governor, or
Lieutenant Governor, who has not been a Citizen of the United States and
a resident of this State, two years next preceding his Election, and
attained the age of 35 years , at the time of his Election.
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Sec. 3. The Governor shall be Comnander in Chief of the Militia,
Navy, and all the Annies of this State.
Sec. 4. He shall transact all Executive business with the Officers
of Government, Civil and Military; and may require information in
writing from the officers of the Executive Department, upon any subject
relating to the duties of their respective offices.
Sec. 5.

He shall see that the laws are faithfully executed.

Sec. 6. When any office shall, from any cause, beccme vacant, and
no mode is prescribed by the Constitution and laws for filling such
vacancy, the Governor shall have power to full such vacancy, by granting
a commission, which shall expire, when such vacancy shall be filled by
due course of Law.
Sec. 7. He shall also have power, to convene the General Assembly,
by Proclamation, when in his opinion the interests of the State require
it.
Sec. 8. He shall comrrn.micate by Message to the General Assembly, at
every Session, the Condition of the State; and recommend such matters as
he shall deem expedient.
Sec. 9. In case of disagreement in the General Assembly, with
regard to the time of adjournment, the Governor shall have power to
dissolve the Session by proclamation.
Sec. 10. No Person shall, while holding any lucrative office under
the United States, or this State, execute the office of Governor, except
as shall be prescribed by law.
Sec. 11. The Governor shall have power to grant reprieves and
pardons and commute punishments after conviction; except in cases of
impeachment.
Sec. 12. The Governor shall receive, for his services, such
compensation as shall hereafter be provided by law.
Sec. 13. There shall be a Seal of this State, which shall be kept
by the Governor, and used by him officially; and shall be called GREAT
SEAL OF THE STATE OF DESERET.
Sec. 14.
the authority
GREAT SEAL of
the Secretary

All grants and commissions shall be in the name and by
of the people of the State of Deseret; sealed with the
this State, signed by the Governor, and countersigned by
of State.

Sec. 15. A Secretary of State, Treasurer, and Audi tor of Public
Accounts, shall be elected by the qualified Electors, who shall continue
in office for the term of four years.
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The Secretary of State shall keep a fair Registry of all the
official acts of the Governor, and shall when required, lay the same,
together with all papers, minutes , and vouchers, relative thereto,
before ei th.er branch of the General Assembly, and shall perform such
other duties as shall be assigned him by law.
Sec. 16. In case of Impeachment of the Governor, his removal from
office, death, resignation, or absence from the State, the powers and
duties of the office shall devolve upon the Lieutenant Governor, until
such disability shall cease, or the vacancy be filled.
ARTICLE 4.

OF 1HE .TIJDICIARY

Sec. 1. The Judicial power shall be vested in a Supreme Court, and
such Inferior Courts, as the General Assembly shall from time to time
establish.
Sec. 2. The Supreme Court shall .consist of a Chief Justice, and
two Associates, either two of whom shall be a Quorum to hold Courts.
Sec. 3. The Judges of the Supreme Court shall be elected by joint
vote of both houses of the General Assembly, and shall hold their Courts
at such time and place as the General Assembly shall direct; and hold
their office for the term of four years, and until their successors are
elected and qualified. The Judges of the Supreme Court, shall be
Conservators of the peace throughout the State, and shall exercise such
other Jurisdiction and appellate powers, as shall be prescribed by law.
Sec. 4. The style of all process shall be, the STATE OF DESEPET,
and all prosecutions shall be in the name, and by the authority of the
State.
ARTICLE 5.

OF ELECTIONS

Sec. 1. The Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State,
Treasurer, and Auditor of Accounts, shall be elected by the qualified
Electors, as provided for members of the General Assembly, and at the
time and place appointed for holding the same.
Sec. 2. The returns of every Election for Governor, Lieutenant
Governor, Secretary of State, Treasurer and .Auditor, shall be sealed
up, &transmitted forthwith to the seat of Govenunent, directed to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives; who shall, during the first
week of the Session, open and publish them in the presence of both
Houses of the General Assembly; and the persons, receiving a majority
of all the legal votes cast for their respective offices, shall be
declared duly elected.
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Sec. 3. The Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State,
Treasurer, and Auditor, shall, before entering upon the duties of their
respective offices, take an oath or affinnation, to support the
Constitution of the United States, and of this State; which oath or
affirmation, shall be administered by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives.
Sec. 4. The first Election for members of the General Assembly,
and other officers tmder this Constitution, shall be held on the first
Monday of May next, at the usual places of holding public meetings, in
the different Districts and Settlements; at which time and place, the
qualified voters shall vote for, or against the adoption of this
Constitution; and, if a majority of all the legal votes, shall be in
favor of its adoption, the same shall take effect from and after
said Election.
Sec. 5. At the time and place of holding the Elections, the
qualified Electors shall organize the Polls by appointing two Judges,
who shall be authorized to qualify each other, and appoint two suitable
persons, as Clerks; and said Judges shall, at the close of said Election,
seal up the number of votes so cast, and forthwith transmit them to the
President of this Convention.
Sec. 6. The returns of the first Election, herein provided for,
shall be made to the 01.ainnan of this Convention; who, together with
the two Secretaries, shall proceed innnediately to open said returns,
and cotmt the votes; upon ascertaining the persons receiving a majority
of votes, they shall forthwith notify them of their Election.
Sec. 7. The General Assembly shall, at its first Session, provide
by law, a general system of Election for officers, tmder this
Constitution; and such other officers as may be hereafter created by
law.
Sec. 8.

The manner of Voting shall be by ballot.

Sec. 9. The General Assembly shall meet at Great Salt Lake City;
which place shall be the seat of Government, tmtil otherwise provided
by law.
Sec. 10. All white male residents of this State, over the age of
21 years, shall have the privilege of voting at the first Election, and
adoption of this Constitution; PROVIDED, that no person in the Military,
Naval or Marine service of the United States shall be considered a
resident of this State, by being stationed in any Garrison, Barrack,
Military, or Naval place, or Station within this State; tmless otherwise
provided for by law.
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ARTICLE 6.

OF MILITIA

Sec. 1. The Militia of this State shall be composed of all able
bodied, white male Citizens, between the ages of 18 and 45 years, except
such as are, or may hereafter be exempt, by the Laws of the United
States, or of this State; and shall be armed, equipped, and trained, as
the General Assembly may provide by Law.
Sec. 2. All Connnissioned officers of the Militia, (Staff officers
excepted,) shall be elected by the persons liable to perform Military
duty; and all Connnissioned officers shall be connnissioned by the
Governor.
ARTICLE 7.

.AMENIMENTS OF THE ffiNSTITUTION

Sec. 1. If at any time the General Assembly shall deem it necessary,
and for the best interest of the State, that this Constitution should be
revised, altered, or amended; the Assembly shall cause such revisions,
alterations, or amendments, to be published, in the same manner as shall
be provided for the publication of the Statutes; and appoint a day, not
less than thirty days thereafter, for the Electors of the Connnonwealth
to assemble in their several precincts, and vote for, or against said
revisions, alterations, or amendments; and if a majority of said Electors
shall vote in favor of said revisions, alterations, or amendments, the
same shall thereafter become parts, and parcels of this Constitution:
Otherwise, this Constitution shall remain unaltered.
ARTICLE 8.

DECLARATION OF RIQ-ITS

Sec. 1. In Republican Governments, all men should be born equally
free and independent, and possess certain natural, essential, and
inalienable rights; among which, are those of enjoying and defending
their Life and Liberty; acquiring, possessing anQ protecting property;
and of seeking and obtaining their safety and happiness.
Sec. 2. All Political power is inherent in the people; and all
free Governments are founded in their authority, and instituted for
their benefit; Therefore, they have an inalienable and indefeazible
right to institute Government; and to alter, reform, and totally change
the same, when their safety, happiness , and the public good shall
require it.
Sec. 3. All men shall have a natural and inalienable right to
worship God, according to the dictates of their own consciences; and
the General Assembly shall make no law respecting an establishment of
Religion, or of prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or disturb any
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person in his religious worship or sentiments; provided he does not
disturb the publi.c peace., nor obstruct others in their religious
worship; and all persons, demeaning themselves peaceably, as good
members of the State, shall be equally tmder the protection of the laws;
and no subordination or preference of any one sect or denomination to
another, shall ever be established by law; nor shall any religious test
be ever required for any office of trust tmder this State.
Sec. 4. Any Citizen of this State, who may hereafter be engaged,
either directly or indirectly, in a duel, either as principal, or
accessory before the fact, shall be disqualified from holding any
office tmder the Constitution, and laws of this State.
Sec. S. Every person may speak, write, and publish his sentiments,
on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that right: and no
law shall be passed to abridge the liberty of sp~ech or of the Press.
Sec. 6. The people shall be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and possessions, from tmreasonable searches and seizures.
Sec. 7. The right of trial by Jury shall remain inviolate; and
all criminals shall be heard by self, or cotmsel, at their own election.
Sec. 8. All penalties and ptmishments shall be in proportion to
the offense; and all offenses before conviction, shall be bailable;
except capital offenses, where the proof is evident, or the presumption
great.
Sec. 9. The writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, tmless
in case of rebellion, or invasion, or the public safety shall require it.
Sec. 10. Treason against this State, shall consist only in
levying war against it, or adhering to its enemies, or giving them aid
and comfort.
Sec. 11. The General Assembly shall pass no bill of attainder, or
Ex Post Facto law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts to
hinder the execution of Justice.
Sec. 12. The laws shall not be suspended, but by the Legislative,
or Executive authority.
Sec. 13.
inviolate.

The right of petition, by the people, shall be preserved

Sec. 14. The right of Citizens, to keep and bear anns, for common
defense, shall not be questioned.
Sec. 15. Private property shall not be taken fo~ public use,
without just compensation.
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Sec. 16. No standing anny shall be kept up, in time of peace;
and the Military shall at all times, and in all places, be in strict
subordination to the Civil power.
Sec. 17. The enumeration of certain rights shall, not be
construed to impair, nor deny others, retained by the People.

APPENDIX D
PROPOSED STATE OF DESERET, 1849
The map shows the outline of the Provisional State of Deseret , 1849 , Utah
Territory, 1851, and the present state of Utah, 1950.
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